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ANTA FE NEW M EXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18. 1906.

VOL. 43.
SPECIAL MESSAGE
JAP QUESTION

Sent to Congress by
President Roosevelt.
FULL

METCALF

REPORTJF

Its Main Feature Comments
Few and to the Point-Co- vers
Ground Fully.

exclusion of Japanese coolies but it is
also for law and order and the protection of the Japanese in person and
property.
The report concludes with the following recommendations attached to
which are numerous press clippings
from Japanese papers and letters regarding the situation' from officials of
the city of San Francisco and of the
s'ate of California:
The chief of police of the city of
San Francisco, as also the acting
mayor of the city, assured me that
everything possible would be done to
protect the, Japanese subjects In San
Francisco, and they urgently requested that all cases of assault and
all violations of law affecting the Japanese be at once reported to the chief
of police.
Told City Officials Japanese Should
Be Protected.
I imprest very strongly upon the
acting mayor of the city, as also upon
the chief of police, the gravity of the
situation, and told them that, as officers charged with the enforcement
of the law and the protection of property and person, you lookt to them to
see that all Japanese subjects resident in San Francisco were afforded
the full protection guaranteed to them
by our treaty with Japan. I also informed them that if the local authorities were not able to cope with the
situation, or if they were negligent or
derelict in the performance of their
duty, then the entire power of the federal government within the llmlls of
tho constitution would be used, and
used promptly and vigorously, to enforce observance of treaties, which,
under the constitution, are the supreme law of the land, and to secure
fit and proper treatment for the people of a great ami friendly power
while within the territory of the
United States.
Upholds Stand of Federal Government.
If, therefore, the police power of
San Francisco is not sufficient to meet
the situation and guard and protect
Japanese residents in San Francisco,
to whom under our treaty with Japan
we guarantee "full and perfect protection for their persons and property," then, It seems to me, It Is
clearly the duty of the federal government to afford such protection. All
considerations which may move a nation, every consideration of duty In
the preservation of our treaty obligations, every consideration prompted
by fifty years or more of close friendship with the Empire of Japan, would
unite in demanding, It seems to me,
of the United States government and
all its people, the fullest protection
and the highest consideration for the
subjects of Japan.
Respectfully submitted.
V. H. METCALF.

the special report of
Following
President Roosevelt on the Japanese
question, which went to Congress today. It consists principally of the report of Secretary Metcalf concerning
the feeling In California and a number of exhibits are attached, from
and officials
newspapers
Japanese
tending to Bhow the general sentiment. There are few comments.
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
I Inclose herewith for your Information the final report made to me personally by Secretary Metcalf on the
situation affecting the Japanese In
San Francisco. The report deals with
three matters of controversy first,
the exclusion of the Japanese children
from the San Francisco schools; second, the boycotting of Japanese restaurants, and, third, acts of violence
committed against the Japanese.
As to the first matter, I call your
especial attention to the very small
number of Japanese children who attend school, to the testimony as to the
brightness, cleanliness, and good behavior of these Japanese children In
the schools, and to the fact that, owing to their being scattered thruont
the cltyrthe requirement for them all
to go to one special school Is Impossible of fulfilment and means that
they can not have school facilities. Let
me point out further that there would
be no objection whatever to excluding
from the schools any Japanese on the
score of age. It Is obviously not desirable that young men should go to
school with children. The only point
Is the exclusion of the children themThe number of Japanese
selves.
children attending the public .schools
in' San Francisco was very small. The
... government has already directed that
eult be '..sSuiilil ..u-t- i in; constitutionality of the act In question; but
my very earnest hope is that, such PREIGHT TIE-U- P
suit will not be necessary, and that as
IN KANSAS CITY
a matter of comity the citizens of San
Francisco will refuse to deprive these
young Japanese children of education Lack of Elevators, Yardage and Storage Rooms Cause Trouble Car
and will permit them to go to the
Shortage Insignificant,
schools.
Stateto.
to
Add
Secretary's
Nothing
mentKansas City, Mo., Dec. 18. The
The question as to the violence Journal today says:
"A lack not only of cars and locomoagainst the Japanese is most admirably put by Secretary Metcalf, aud 1 tives, bufof insufficient yardage, ware
have nothing to add to his statement. houses and elevators are causes that
I am entirely confident that, aB Secre- have brought about the freight contary Metcalf says, the,, overwhelming gestion In Kansas City and probably
The railroad
sentiment of the State of California Is elsewhere.
freight
for law and order and for the protec- house in Kansas City is gorged and
tion of the Japanese in their persons every storage track crowded. As many
nnd property. Both the chief of police cars are waiting to be unloaded as are
and the acting mayor of San Fran- waiting to be loaded. Loads can not
cisco assured Secretary Metcalf that be dumped in theoad and empties
everything possible would be done to can not be loaded faster than about so
protect the Japanese In the city. I many per day. The roads are freauthorized and directed
Secretary quently forced to order cars brought
Metcalf to state that if there was fail- to Kansas City immediately without
ure to protect persons and property, waiting for loads, because when loads
then the entire power of the federal arrive here there is no place to put
government within the limits of the them. Ware houses and elevators
constitution would be used promptly must be emptied before they can be
and vigorously to enforce the obser- refilled."
vance of our treaty, the supreme law
of the land, which treaty guaranteed
to Japanese residents everywhere in BALLOTING
the Union full and perfect protection INSURANCE OFFICERS
for their persons and property; and to
this end everything in my power Of New York and Mutual Life Compawould be done, and all the forces of
nies Began Today Two Tickthe United States, both civil and milets in Field.
itary, which I could lawfully employ,
would be employed. I call especial atNew York, Dec. 18. Balloting for
tention to the concluding sentence of
new officers of the New York Life
the
Novemof
Metcalf's
Secretary
report
Insurance Company and the Mutual
ber 26, 1906.
Life Insurance Company began toTHEODORE ROOSEVELT.
The White House, December 18, 1906. day. In the office of the New York
Life nearly two hundred thousand
Report of Secretary Metcalf Conwere turned in before the end
ballots
densed
of the first hour. Practically all were
"
Attached to the report of the Presi- cast
by proxies. Representatives of
dent is the report of Secretary Met-..- . the "administration
ticket" made up
calf. 'In this report briefly summed up,
of the present officers of the company
Mr.' Metcalf says:
turned In 115,000 proxies at one time
The action of the board of education and a few moments later the
of San Francisco in excluding the Japparty handed in ten
anese and Korean children from the boxes
3,500 proxies each.
containing
schools was influenced largely by the At
offices of the Mutual Life, the
the
'
Korean
exclusion
and
Japanese
voting was also "neavy.
Jeague, organized to secure an act of
Congress making the Chinese exclu-slolaw applicable to the Japanese" COAL FAMINE
and Koreans.
IN NEVADA ENDS
At the time the school board's or- der went into, effect there were only
to People's Cry of Distress
ninety-threJapanese pupils attending Response
Comes In Train Load of
school In San Francisco, of which
i. Fuel.
were born In the
number twenty-fivStates.
United
Ogden,, Utah, Dec. 18. The coal
The principal objection to the Jan-anese attending school is that most if famine in Nevada is about at an end.
them It is said are young men from In answer to an appeal from the peo20 to 23 years old, and they are
ple, the mining camps and the railroad towns, a train load of coal was
to associate with child-eThere Is only one Japanese student started west from here yesterday and
attending the separate school for Jap- seven cars already loaded "were shipanese in San Francisco, which Is Io ped this morning. Tonopah, Goldfield
and other mining centers have been
cated In the burned district.
The unions of San Francisco from without coal for several days and
October 3 to October 24, maintained much suffering has resulted.
a boycott against Chinese restaurants
KING OSCAR OUT OF DANGER.
In San Francisco, showing the feeling
among the working class.
Stockholm, Dec. 18. King Oscar Is
Many assaults upon Japanese and
their property have been made re- so much Improved that his attending
cently In San Francisco nnd other physicians will soon cease Issuing; bul' coast towns.
letins. The morning bulletin showed
,
Sentiment in California is for the a gain in strength.
-
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RAILROAD BATTLE

LANDS

Santa Fe Railway Forced to Change
Plans for Division Headquarters
.
on the Belen

CENT

MAY

SII

Cut-Off-

Special Correspondence,
Wlllard, N. M Dee. 17. A gwionil
readjust meat of the division plans of
tne Atchison, Topoka & Santa Fo Rail
f
way on the Belen
is neeessl
titled by water conditions as tour.d In
that part of the Territory traversed by
the new line. All work on division
terminals has therefore bes-- stopped
nnd an exhaustive report if water con
dltlons
found in Central 'ew M
ico will he made to headquarters.
A
foreshadow of this step came a few
weeks ago, when the company stop
ped the work on the round house and
yards at Melroso and announced that
the division would be established thir
miles east of that plnca, on
account of the bad water found at Mel
rose. Over $100,0110 had been ev
ponded by the railroad at Melro':
when the discovery as to the water
conditions there was made.
The construction of the Helen cmoff has revealed an Interesting condi
tion as to water in central New Mex
ico. Eslancla Valley points where the
line strikes are the only places on the
entire line where water Is found that
can be used for engine purposes.
n
instance of the trouble the road has
encountered iu securing a water supply is cited In the case at Eprls, fifty
miles east of Wlllard. Hern the McCray hroihers drilled a well 1,383 feet
deep for the company, and only a
small quantity of water was found.
This was so salty It could not be used
for any purpose whatever.
Wells
have been drilled at nearly every sta
tion or siding seven miles apart from
Helen to Texico, and the result has
been discouraging except at Estancla
Valley points. Fortunately for the
road, plenty of pure water is found
feet.
there, at a depth of thirty-eigh- t
The water question Is an
one in the operation of railroads.
Its scarcity on tho Belen
Is a
f
matter which has caused the Santa Fe
no end of trouble and expense. It has
also been a source of great expense to
the construction company, for It has
been compelled
to operate
water
trains from Wlllard to all points on
the line.
The. order to cease work on all di
vision terminals pending a readjust
ment of plans, Indicates the determination of the Santa Fe to meet condi
tions In New Mexico as it finds them.
cut-of-

E

Railroads Offer 4
Cents Increase
in Pay.

i

STRIKE TO SCARE BIDDERS

10 PROBEA

IN

E

SHORTAGE

n

STOCK

Rudolph Spreckles Tells of President Roosevelt to Give Changed Control of Chicago
Fuel Famine and its
Milwaukee and St. Paul
Proposition Made by
-- Fight Bitter.
Causes Attention.
Abraham Ruef.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 18.- Startling testimony was given by Ru
dolph Spreckles yesterday In the proceedings before
Supreme
Judge
Dunne, In which Mayor Eugene E,
Sehmitz and Abraham Ruef are seeking to set aside five Indictments found
against them for the felony of extortion.
Asked to Form Syndicate and Buy
Bonds.

Spreckles, who had been called to
the witness stand by the defense, tes
tified during his examination
that
Reuf had called on him at the time
of the big municipal bond issue and
asked him to form a syndicate to take
all the bonds thus authorized. Spreckles was unable to see what guarantee
there was that, if a syndicate was
formed it could secure the bonds as
under the law they must be put up
nt public auction
and sold to the
hlg'hest bidder.
Would Cause Street Car Strike.
Ituef informed Spreckles, according
to his testimony, that this couM be
easily arranged, for he would have a
general strike on all the street railroads, and with San Francisco in this
condition no outside capital would bid
and the syndicate would have a cleat
field.
Spreckles also testified that
Ruef called upon lilm and demanded
that lie be retained as the attorney
of the San Francisco (las and Electric
Company.

JAPAN FEARS
MAINE DISASTER
Because of Overwrought Feelings of
Americans Ships Will " Not
..t, , ,
8. Share.
Dec. 18. The Japanese
consul here says the visiting squadron
which will arrive
iu
in, Honolulu
February will not proceed to San
Francisco as originally intended, because of a repetition of the Maine disaster is feared to the alleged overwrought condition of American feelHonolulu,

ing.

SHAH OF PERSIA
TO HIS FATHERS
Ruler is Near Death Successor to
Assume Reins Without
Opposition.
St. Petersburg,

Dec. 18.

Dispatches
received here from Teheran today
say the Shah is at the point of death.
The accession of his successor Prince
AH Mlrsea, Is expected to pass
off
Great.
quietly without opposition.
Britain and Russia are aiming In concert in this connection.

WOOL MARKET
CONDITION NORMAL
Absence
of Supply From Quarter
Bloods Up Limited Amount
of Fleeces.

Mass., Dec. IS The wool
a healthy condition and
shows a broadening
tendency. The
unwished for feature of the situation
Is the absence of stock from quarter
bloods up. Fleece wools are In a
limited supply.
Boston,

market

in in

THAW TO BE
TRIED JANUARY 21
Will Answer Charge of Killing Stan-

ford White Order Issued
Today,
'New York, Dec. 18. Harry K. Thaw
will be tried January 21 on a charge of

murdering Stanford White, according
r
to an order signed by Justice
today. The trial will be before Justice Fitzgerald.
New-burge-

SANTA FE ACCUSED
OF REBATING
Company

Court

Washington, D, C, Dec. 18. Interstate Commerce Commissioner Clarke

Chicago,
icle says

III.,

Dec. 18.

The

Chron-

that Edward

H. Harrlman
appeared before tho House committee has repaid James J. Hill In his own
on public lands today in support of coin by wresting victory from him In
President Roosevelt's suggestion that the shadow of defeat through one of
the government cease to sell coal the most effective coups ever exelands and lease them hereafter to cuted In a financial battle. The conmining companies. He reiterated his trol of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
charges that the great corporations Paul Railroad, which Morgan and Hill
in league with the railroads have confidently believed to be theirs yes"cornered" the lands and forced prices terday, Is still lodged with Harrlman
up to an unreasonably high point. and the Standard Oil Interests nnd
When questioned by members of the will be greatly strengthened.
commission as to the present diff- A Tooth for a Tooth and An Eye for
An Eye.
iculty In getting cars, Mr. Clarke reAs Hill threw Harrlman out of the
plied that In nis opinion the shippers
are as much to blame as the carriers Northern Pacific In 1901 so Harrlman
ousts Hill from the ownership of the
for the present car shortflge.
President to Investigate Car Shortage. Milwaukee & St. Paul. Hill executed
That. President Roosevelt has tak his flank movement by retiring the
en a determined stand with a view preferred stock of the Northern Pacific In which his opponents' control
to
a

legislative remedy for
finding
the car shortage In the northwest
which now threatens the people with
freezing and starvation because the
railroads1 are unable to transport fuel
and food to them, was Indicated by
a conference at t ho White House to
day. The President sent for Senator
Hanshorough and asked whether the
actual danger of suffering Is as great
as reported by tbe press dispatches
and private telegrams of individuals.
Tho North Dakota Senator replied
that from the dispatches be had received the statement of conditions in
his state, Minnesota and South Dako
ta have not been exaggerated.
Will Give Question His Immediate Attention.
The President promised to give the
question his personal 'attention with
a view to alleviating
Immediate
suffering and said that he desired
Hansborough to devote bis time and
thought to devise some means to pre
vent the occurrence again, of the
present situation.
Urgency Deficiency Bill in Senate.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18. The
Senate today presented the urgent
deficiency appropriation bill enacted
by tho House Saturday.
Nomination Collector of Customs in
Texas.
The President today sent to the Senate the following nominations: To be
collector of customs for the district
of Sabine, Texas, Russell H. Dunn.
Two Bills Introduced by Delegate
Andrews.
Delegale Andrews yesterday Intro
duced a bill iu the house to revise the
federal laws with regard to the hold
The
ing of offices in territories.
measure Is briefly: "That no member
of the legislative assembly of any territory now or hereafter organized
shall hold or be appointed to any of
flee whatever by the governor of such
territory or the legislature thereof
during the term for which lie was
elected, but this restriction shall not
be applicable to members of the first
legislative assembly in any territory
hereafter organized." The bill further
provides: "That no person holding a
commission or appointment under the
United States, except postmasters,
shall be a member of the legislative
assembly or hold any office under the
government of any territory." The bill
was referred to the committee on territories.
Appropriations for Indian Schools.
Delegate Andrews has also intro
duced an amendment to the Indian ap
propriation bill which calls for $01,900
for the United States Indian School at
Albuquerque; $61,900 for the United
States Indian Training School at
Santa Fe; $1,500 for the attorney for
the Pueblos with $500 contingent, fees,
and $1,000 for incidental expenses
connected with the administration of
the affairs of the Indians in New

jry

centered.
How the Tables Were Turned at
Eleventh Hour.
Harrlman and his friends maintain
control of tho Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul by issuing
of the
$100,000,000 increase to the holders of
the preferred stock, For a month the
battle for the control of this line has
been fought in the open market and
for tho last week It, was a disturbing
feature In Wall Street nnd the money
market. Much of the old bitterness
has been aroused between the contestants.
two-third- s

CHAINED BY NECKS
TO BIG LOG
Severe Punishment for Misdemeanor
Visited Upon Two Natives at
Las Palomas.
Two natives chained by their necks
to a log was a spectacle witnessed re
cently In the settlement of Las Palo-nms- ,
Sierra County.
They are said
to have been caught by unknown persons committing a misdemeanor and
held captive In this manner as punishment and an object lesson to other
evil doers. The towns people are reported to have made no attempt to re-

lease the prisoners and they were
compelled to remain shackled until a
cowboy from a nearby ranch who happened to be passing by turned them
loose by breaking the padlock with
an axe.

EXPECTORATE ON
AMERICAN FLAG
Wife ot Senator Dubois

Children

Dishonor
Emblem.

Said Mormon
National

D. C, Dec, IS.
greater curse to this
country than slavery," declared Mrs.
Fred Dubois, wife of the Idaho Senator in an address in this city. She
said that should President Roosevelt
make a. trip through the southeastern
part of Idaho he would no longer declare there was nothing in tho Mormon question. Six United States Senators owed their election to the influence of the Mormon Church. Mrs.
Dubois said that "Mormon children in
Utah and Idaho spat on the American flag."

Washington.

"Mor-monis-

is a

COLORADO TAKES
ALL THE WATER
From' the Arkansas River Famous
Suit Argued Before United
States Court,

.Washington, D. C, Dec. 18. The
Supreme Court of the United States
today continued the hearing of the
Irrigation case growNARROW ESCAPE FOR
ing out of the use of the water from
ADJUTANT GENERAL the Arkansas River. Attorney
arguing for Kansas, addressed
Was Aboard Train Which Ran Into his remarks principally concerning
Switch Felt the
the overflow.
Open
Attorney Loomls, also,
Shock,
speaking for Kansas, said that Colorado not only claims the right to all
Adjutant General A. P. Tarklngton, the water of the Arkansas River, but
who has just returned from a trip to actually takes it all.
Denver, was a passenger on the San
ta Fe train which ran, Into an open
switch late Friday night. He was on GRAND JURY AFTER
the rear sleeper and half asleep in hia INSURANCE GRAFTERS
berth when he felt a sudden jolting
Which he thought at the time was Will Investigate Conditions in Big
caused by a sharp curve in the track.
Companies As Result of Report
of Commission.
Next morning he learned that the
train had narrowly escaped being
New York, Dec. 18. The grand jury
wrecked and an accident was only
averted by the prompt action of the today began an Investigation Into the
engineer in reversing the brakes and New York Insurance companies' afapplying the air. 'Fortunately the fair as brought out before the legislaside track Into which the rapidly mov tive invtstlgatlon commission,
ing train dashed was clear at the
time and none of tho cars or the lo ONE YEAR FOR
STEALING A HORSE
comotive were derailed. The englnee
simply backed the train to the main
track, and few of the passengers knew
Socorro, N. M., Dec. 18. Juan Mais
of the danger they had been in until 4&a convicted in the district court
the following morning.
here of stealing a horse and Judge
Frank W. Parker sentenced him to
If you want anything on ertb try one year In the Territorial prison at
a New Mexican "4."
Santa Fe,
Mexico."

Ordered to Show Books in
Los Angeles Grand Jury
Investigating.

e

n.

GO L

Of City of San Fran- To Mining Com- Clever Coup Decisco Exposed in
feats Hill at Last
panies Instead
of Selling.
Minute.
Court.

-

FOR

LACK OF WATER
CAUSES TROUBLE ONE

HARRIMAN WINS

MAY LEAS E

STEAL BONDS

NO. 258.

Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 18. The federal grand jury In session here to investigate charges of rebating against
the Santa Fe Railway Company will
probably return several indictments.
The company has been ordered to
bring certain books and documeuts
into court but has announced its intention of appealing on this point.
LEHIGH

VALLEY RAISES EMPLOYES' WAGES 20 PER CENT

Easton,' Pa,, Dec. 18. The announcement Is made that the Lehigh
has increased the
Valley Railroad
wages of Its employes in the transportation department from 10 to 20 per
cent,

Kansas-Colorad-

Ash-baug-

.

-

YARD

Ef llsWANT

FIVE

Grand Chief Morrisey

to

Confer With Officials
Before Issuing Order.
Xew York, Dec. 18. A difference
of one cent an hour between the employes and managers may cause a
strike on five of the great railway
systems. The men affected are threo
thousand yard conductors, brakemen
and other employes at the railroad
terminals, and the companies are the
Delaware, Lackawanna and Eastern.
he Central of Xew Jersey, the Le
&
high Valley, and the Baltimore
Ohio and Erie Railroads.
Railroads Issued StatementThe officials of the various rail
roads issued a statement last night,
n which they declared that under, no
circumstance will they grant the demand for five cents an hour increase,
but offer four cents.
Men Vote to Strike But Await Order.
The men have voted to strike but
the vote will require the sanction of
P. If. Morrisey, grand chef of the rail
road trainmen, who will arrive In the
city today. He will. It is said, make
an Investigation and confer with the
railroad officials before announcing
his decision.
-

cut-of-

CATRON-MIER-

A

CONTEST CASE
Probate Clerk of Sandoval County
Only Witness Examined at
Bernalillo.
Marcos

C. de

ONLY A CASE
OF FRIENDSHIP
Native Pleads Guilty to Save His
Friend and Gets Jail Sentence
Instead of Fine.
A Damon and Pythias slory comes
from Monticelio.
Ramon Gonzales Is
now In the county jail there serving
out a sentence of sixty days for an of
fense committed by Islbel Torres.
Meanwhile he has ample time to me
ditate over that trite axlm. "A friend
n need Is a friend Indeed."
(ronzales and a friend were scuffling
one day recently when their friendly
bout came to an abrupt and unex
pected ending. Torres appeared on
the scene at this juncture. Thinking
the men were fighting In earnest he
proceeded to Interfere with disastrous
results to the other fellow. Torres
promptly and unceremoniously kicked
Gonzales' opponent In the face. Explanations followed but It was too
late. Gonzales was arrested subsequently and pleaded guilty to the kicking act at the request of Torres, who
promised to liquidate the fine and
costs.
Instead of being assessed a
cash fine as expected Gonzales was
sentenced to jail for sixty days. Torres
offered to pay a cash fine but the justice of the peace refused to change
his decision.

Baca, prooate eWk of
Ci'itntj w.n tho nplv wit
ness examined yeslerday at Bernalillo
in the contest case of T. B. Catron vs.
E. A. Miera, Involving the seat in
ho Council from the Si::th District
composed of the counties of Santa
Fe and Sandoval. Mr. Baca's testi
mony was in the main corroborative
of that of Marcos Castillo, probate
clerk of Santa Fe County, In recognizing Mr. Miera as the legal nominee of the Republican party. Mr.
Miera has not yet decided whether
or not to Introduce witnesses In his
own behalf In substantiation of his
answer to the notice of contest. If
lie does conclude to have testimony CALIFORNIA FAST MAIL
SCHEDULE NOT CHANGED
taken It is understood that one of
the exhibits will be a ballot bearing
EI Paso,
Texas, Dec. 18. The
a Catron sticker over his name.
schedule of the California fast mall
train of the Rock Island and El Paso
NEGRO TRIED TO
ft Southwestern railroads, running beChicago and El Paso, will not
STAB DEPUTY tween
be changed as was announced
It will continue to arrive In
Resisted Arrest for Carrying Con
this city at 8 o'clock each morning It
cealed Weapons When
hul been Intended to attempt to
Was Accidentally Discharged.
shorten the time between this city and
Chicago by two hours and forty-fivLas Vegas, X. M., Dec. 18. The minutes hut owing to the season of
negro porter of the Oklahoma Bar, the year, the heavy snows In certain
Lee Carol, Is under arrest and will sections of the country and the difprobably face a charge of resisting an ficulty In making better time, this
officer and attacking him with a plan has been temporarily abandoned.
Carol had been It was the desire of the railroad of
deadly weapon.
gambling and lost all of his available ficials to have the fast mail train ar
funds. He then tried to pawn a
rive here in time to make connections
De with Southern Pacific trains for the
at the Pacific Saloon.
puty Sheriff Enrique Baca was in the west each morning, but after Decemsaloon and examined the
ber 16, the fast mail will not connect
He found the weapon loaded and tried with the Southern Pacific's Sunset
to extract the cartridges with the re- Limited unless other arrangements
was dis- are made.
sult that the
charged, the bullet tearing a hole on
the floor. Baca then tried to arrest
the negro, who drew an ugly looking PORTALES MAIL
knife. He made a slash at the officer,
POUCH RIFLED
severely cutting him about, the hands
but was knocked down and subdued. Seven
Letters Stolen
Registered
Robber May be Arrested.
SECRETARY
OF INTERIOR
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 18. Seven regWOULD PROTECT INDIANS.
IS. Secretary istered letters were stolen recently
Washington, Dec.
Hitchcock unequivocally declared that from a mall pouch thrown oft the
he believed the Interior Department train at Portales. It was rifled of its
to be the only agency through which conteuts, but all the letters except
Inthe right of Indians may be secured the registered ones were found
tact. The theft Is being Investigated
against, preying real estate agents of
follow.
Indian Territory and Oklahoma. The and an arrest may
concludeclaration was made at the
sion of his testimony before a special
Senate committee which is Investigat- TODAY'S NEWS SERVICE
ing the property rights of the five
Page 1. Special .Message on Jap
civilized tribes with special reference
to the value of coal and oil deposits. Question; Bold Plot to Steal Bonds:
'
He said no law should be passed May Lease Coal .Lands; .Harrlman
which would take the right of review Wins Railroad Battle; One Cent May
Cause Strike; Telegraphic and Local
from the office of the Interior.
e

News.
MYSTERIOUS DISAPPEARANCE
OF "YOUNG MAN IN EL PASO
EI Paso, Texas, Dec. 18. A young
man who dressed we'll, apparently had

money and whose baggage Indicated
wealth, came here December 9th, registered at a good hotel. He said he
was looking for mining investments.
Later he went out to "see the city"
and since then no trace of him has
been found. The police know nothing
of his whereabouts or his Identity.

Page 2. Editorial.
Page 3. Mines and Mining.
Page 4. Personal Mention.
Page 5. Minor City Topics.
Page 6. Mines and Mining continued and Hotel Arrivals.
Page 7. Xew Mexican's
Dally
Short Story.
8.
Continuation
Personal
Page
Mention and Minor City Topics; Market report by wire; Official Matters;
Local and telegraphic news stories,

SANTA

PAGE TWO,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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TRADE WITH MEXICO.
The trade- relations of the United
Slates with Mexico should he ot especial Interest In New Mexico. In the
lirst, place, New Mexico lies on the
border of the great Republic; it was,
in fact, at one time, a part of this
ureal Republic and moat of Its people
still speak the language of the Republic to the south and are related
by blood 'with the people who are
subjects of President Diaz. Most of
the great railways 'Chat carry goods
from the I'nited States into Mexico
pass through this Territory and this
commonwealth is closer not only geographically, but also In its other relations, to the southern Republic than
any other state or territory of the
Union. New Mexico should profit by
these relations. It should have factories to manufacture the goods that
jire bought by Mexico, its wholesale
dealer shi 'lid have agents selling
these goods south of El Paso and it
should supply more than coal to the
Republic. But as it is, only a few of
t'he curio dealers of the Territory
have any direct relations with the
merchants of .Mexico and they find
these
relations
.profitable.
Why
should pot other trades and other
lines of business have a similar experience? This question Is answered
by the following editorial in a recent
issue of the New York Commercial;
"The .achievement of great things
In commerce and trade with Mexico
is at. thU time put squarely up to
our American commercial interests,
and it is a question 'With the general publ'c as to whether or not the
export-tradhouses will show themselves equal to their opportunities.
What Secretary Root has accomplishrecent
ed in
by tits
trip has already been given us in various forms and even served up in
most enjoyable banquet addresses.
One tiling l clear, that the national
government as such, has done great
things and all that could reasonably
be expected to make plain sailing in
Mexico and farther south for our manand
ufacturers,
exporters
general
trailers.
"The commercial interests should
to
be, and we trust will be, ready
move promotly and take advantage of
cordial attitude toward
the very
Americans--'lo.- -i
exgringos' now
istent in Mexico. But there Is a danger that tl;is will not materialize because of th,3 very
that
our coimtrj men seem to feel in a
coming and assured American comThere
mercial conquest of Mexico.
Is no such conquest in sight as yet,
and there Is mightly little certainty
of such an eventuation unless an immensely greater amount of sagacity
and genius for adaptation to the
trade demands of Mexico is introduced into our dealings with that
country.
"As that clover correspondent, Roy
Marshall, has pointed out in the Business Mail's .Magazine, 'the American
invasion and commercial conquest of
Mexico,' is just a bit of Pullman-ca- r
'Sit on the quaint old
journalism.
plaza for a while,' he says, 'and notice the stream of shoppers.
Scroll
over to that crowded, generously-slockestore, and you will find a
short, rotund man in black skull cap,
holding a Mexican baby and chattering away to a group of cigarette-smokindnanas. There is 'the Teuton.
Plodding along in the way of his race,
scorning starched shirts and fancy
vests, the German merchant gets
close to the people. 'Ho speaks their
language; he visits their siok; and he
pinches the old women's cheeks. His
methods lack the spectacular aspects
cf American business ways, but he Is
a plodder and he 'gets there.' In Mexico he is to be reckoned with before
the 'American commercial conquest'
can live up to Its name.'
"In other wi.rds, the German is in
the Mexican field, with methods peculiarly his own; and he manages
to do without a press agent. His
commercial progress is as marked, to
say the least, as is the American's.
He is a 'good mixer,' Mins the Mexican clubs, contributes to she church,
attends a bull fight with an appearance, at least, of enjoying it, nnd
perhaps most difficult of all to Americansshows outward respect for
Mexican women. Then, too, Germany
is not so close at hand that Its unemployed and less desirable elements
Invade Mexico and misrepresent the
fatherland, America, on the contrary,
labors under the onus of bad impressions created by these very classes' escaping from over too near boundaries.
"On the other hand, the American is
in the field; American capital was invested there when Mexico most needed it, nnd it has been so foresighted-ldevoted to developing railroad interests, that in this field it certainly
'has no rival. Then,
too, President
Diaz is the especial friend of America
and things American. But It is the
middle classes here, as everywhere,
that American trade must concilitate
and attract, and it Is 'the sincere and
plodding German who most, stands In
the way. The game must be .played
with the German ever threatening the
king row, and It must Iw played more
cleverly t'han 'was the case In Guata-mala- ,
Mexico's southern neighbor, or
he 'American commercial conquest'
will be indefinitely postponed.''
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The Outlook, published at White
Oaks, which has of late found alleged
cause to disagree with the New Mexican, In its lust Issue graciously condescends to agree with this paper In
two of Its editorials
and Is frank
enough to say so. Of course, that
Is pleasing, for the New Mexican likes
to have others agree with Its opinions but. It cannot be swerved from
advocating what it considers right by
the displeasure of any person or paMore than one fight for party
per.
and people it has waged all alone and
has hnd tho satisfaction to see the
cause It advocated despite remon
strance on nil sides, triumph over
what appeared for a time the more
popular even though erroneous side,
It firmly believes In the maxim as
cribed to Abraham Lincoln that some
of the people can be fooled all of the
time and all of the people some of the
time, but it Is certain that it is
to fool all of the people all
of the time.

MATE.

Multiplying the number of votes
cast at the last election in New .Mexico, '4ti,0(i0 by seven, the New Mexi
can estimated that the present population of the Territory is 312,000, au
increase of about (10 per cent, since
the census was taken In DUO. The
figures given for the most recent
school census bear out tills estimate.
There
of
are
children
78,000
school age, that Is between five and
twenty years old, In the Territory.
Multiplying this number by four, the
result is also 312,001). Taking the
school census for a basis, the counties
rank almost the same as if the number of votes cast last month were substituted, although there are slight difthe
ferences, for obvious reasons;
greatest difference being in Colfax
County where the school census does
not seem to bear out the estimate of
population based on the vote, the vote
polled Indicating a population of 11,- 000, or almost SO per cent
greater
than the school census. However,
when it, is remembered that the miners employed in the various coal
camps, are mostly unmarried or have
their families elsewhere, then the disproportion between vote and school
census, is very natural.
According to the school census, the
counties range as follows: San Miguel ;i0,57(i; Bernalillo 29,912; Rio Arriba 18,900; Dona Ana 17,4:10; Socorro 17,324; Santa Fe 17,252; Grant I
Taos H.filS; Colfax 14,:!7fi; Mora
14,:il4; Chaves 12.92S; Valencia
Eddy 11.052; Roosevelt 10,550;
Sandoval 9,014; Otero 9.00S; Union
9,500;
Lincoln
9,092;
Guadalupe
0,800;
San .Juan 0,748; Torrance
5,9001 Quay 5,900; Sierra 5,128; Luna
2.CS0. the
1,172 and McKlnley
last
named also being a coal mining county w'.'tli many single men and foreigners working in the coal mines and an
of
small population
exceptionally
children. Taken all in all, t'he estimates based upon the school census
are not as reliable as those based upon the vote of last month, for two
reasons, the taking of the census Is
often careless or incomplete, and in
counties
mining and manufacturing
the proportion of children to the population is smaller than In agricultural
counties.
1

TRUSTWORTHY

BUT,
SLOW!

OH,

HOW

The statisticians and report compil
ers of the different bureaus of the fed
eral government are exceedingly slow.
According to official announcement
the government report known as
"The Mineral Resources of the United
States" for 1905 will not bo published
until early In 1907. Here is another
of the government reports that covers
ground of the utmost importance,
upon which thousands and tens of
thousands of dollars are undoubtedly
spent annually and which might be
ot the greatest, practical value to
myriads of our busy citizens but It
loses all save a mere fraction of Its
value by exasperating delays in publication. A report of mineral conditions
and production in 1905 is given to the
world In 1907! Think of it, business
and mining men of the United States!
In what private or corporate business
would such delays be tolerated?
It is
simply an outrage that the public
should pay for work made useless by
the procrastination or Inefficiency of
government departments. An Investigation should be ordered by Congress,
If need be, and an explanation be
made as due to the public. At a time
when, as never before, the American
public Is interested in mines and mining stocks as investors, it is singuthat government
larly unfortunate
publications of this nature should fail
to appear in season to be of real serA radical
vice.
reform is needed
right here and now.
CONSISTENCY IN KEEPING PARTY
PLEDGES.
It is as had been expected. The
Democrats are already makjng capital out of the lack of interest of some
Republicans In the proposed constitutional convention. Says one of the
Democratic papers of the Territory;
"The Optic believes that the resolutions passed by the last Republican
convention are not binding upon the
Republicans and that another convention would change the party position
as to statehood. We are not surprised that the Optic should believe
as It does, as it was long since established that Republican promises
mean nothing, and are not. binding upon the party. The Republican leaders believe platform promises are to
catch votes with. As to statehood,
the Republican party has reversed Itself several times already, and another change will not hurt." It is a bitter pill, but as sure as the sun will
rise tomorrow morning so certain it
Is that the voters will resent the
breaking of the party .pledge as to
the constitutional convention. Even,
those not enthusiastic about the immediate formulating of a constitution,
will take time to point at the party
to say;
"How do we know that all
of your promises were not as insincere as the promise about holding a
constitutional convention?"

Six special messages to Congress
this week. If the strenuousness of
Theodore Roosevelt can overcome the
According to a court decision, the lelsureliness of Congress, the present
wall paper trust Is entitled to the session
will go
of existence
amidst fireworks of lory,
bead of the truBt class.

tt

It is a crime against the Indians to
take them from this sunshiny Territory with Us pure air and possibilities
of oul of door life to sctiools In Okla
homa, Pennsylvania or oilier points
where climatic rigors have an unfavorable effect upon them. It Is no wonder
than an unusually large number of Indians educated away from New Mexico and Arizona return either fatally
111
with consumption or with the
germs of the disease in their system.
The United States Indian Industrial
schools at Santa Fe and Albuquerque
can and should educate all the Indians
in the Southwest who find It advisable
to receive their education away from
home. If they are not large enough
to accommodate all Southwestern pupils Congress has the means and the
power to enlarge them. The policy of
sending Indian children into exile to
study and to die should be abandoned
as Inhuman, costly and foolish.
El Paso, Texas, according to the El
Paso Herald, wants closer trade, relations with New Mexico, which is natural, and expects New Mexico towns
to assist in creating a great rival In
It argues
another commonwealth.
that other things being equal, New
Mexico merchants should buy from El
Paso wholesale houses In preference
to wholesale houses at Kansas City,
Denver, or even farther away, Chicago and New York, There Is logic
in tills contention, but why not carry
it a stey farther and argue for closer
trade relations of New Mexico towns
with each other? Retailers ought to
be able to buy as cheaply from New
Mexico wholesale houses as they do
from El Paso or Kansas City houses,
it they can not, discrimlnMlon in
freight rates against New Mexico
towns Is responsible and of late the
way has been opened for several
methods ot fighting discrimination of
hat kind.

Over eight thousand books were
published in the United States last
year ami It will be of interest to
New .Mexicans to know that the Literary Digest, an acknowledged authority, places Lilian Whiting's "Tho Land
of Enchantment" far at the head of
the list of the fitly best, books selected out. of those eight thousand. Miss
Wb Ding's book deals in an interesting manner with the scenic beauties
and the historic romance of the
West and the Southwest and gives
seeMl chapters and illustrations to
New Mexico and especially to Santa
Ft
1 'io
book
will bo read
by
thousn'i ds and there Is not. one of
those who read it carefuly who will
not long to see for himself or herself the scene described with such
lUcury grace by the talented authoress.

The city of Gallup has been relieved
from an awkward situation and avoids
much costly litigation by the decision
of the buyers of a recent municipal
bond Issue, to pay the $10,000 cash
that their agreement called for, without awaiting a decision of the courts
as to the Identity of the proper legal
authorities of the Carbon City. The
bonds were Issued for improvements
in the water supply and other municipal betlernients. The water system
hits been improved and suit had been
brought to collect 'the amount due for
this work. As a rule, 'New Mexico
municipalities have hard sledding in
a financial way on account of the
faulty assessment and taxation system of the Territory.' But, there is
hope that the coming Legislative Assembly will remedy this unfavorable
condition.
Senator Toller of Colorado, a loyal
friend of New Mexico, has Introduced
and will endeavor to push to passage,
a bill providing for the tidmission ot
New Mexico to statehood, tf Senator
Teller were asked: "What would be
the most telling act on the part of
New Mexico to help you pass the
statehood bill?" the answer would br
"Hold a constitutional
undoubtedly:
convention and adopt a constitution
that will be above criticism." And
why not? The delegates to such n
convention have been legally elected
and no one will or can deny that they
represent the very best citizenship of
the Territory.
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College student sits In his room
smoking and writing letters,
First letter, Percy Walker to his uncle, Samuel Walker:
"My Dear Uncle I write this my
fortnightly letter to you to tell you
tliut I am still doing very well In my
classes-study- ing
hard, devoting my
whole time to my college duties. I
haven't missed a lecture so far this
term. You know, 1 nm very fond of
athletics, but remembering your advice
to be careful about letting sports interfere with my studies I have hung
up the racket and the golf stick, contenting myself with poring over books.
It Is very hard now that tho spring
days are on to see the fellows going
out In field costume for pravtlee; but,
remembering your valued advice, I
resist the temptation.
"Theu, too, I have taken advantuge
of your warnings about drinking and
smoking. Cold water is good enough
for nie.'uud as for smoktug, the smell
of tobacco makes me sick.
"I hope yon and my aunt continue In
your usual good health and that your
eyesight has improved. Tell Aunt
Caroline that I am taking nil tho
spring medicines she sent me. I urn
really quite fond of the herb ten, and
the liver mixture is doing wonders for
me. Tell her that I uiu heeding her
ndvlce not to throw off my overcoat
too early In the spring and not to go
out on damp ground without my rubbers. The uiulHer she so kindly sent
me at Christmas time I liavo worn
constantly all wlutw,
"Be assured, my dear uncle, of my
affection for yon and my aunt and believe me your devoted nephew,
"PERCY."
Second letter, Psrcy Walker to bis
fiancee, Miss Ruth Stevens:
"Dearest Ruth-Ha- ve
Just written
uncle, and now comes the delight of
writing to you. (Step till 1 light n pipe.)
I huve to tell you the glorious news
that I am first In winter practice In
tennis uud have von a place In the
university crew. I've had more time
for sports this
because I've
chosen elective studies that don't
the
lectures, 1 uiean-w- lth
hours for practice. I am having a
hard time in the soring examinations
and for the lust week have been
I hope
to
'bouiug' night and day.
slip through If uty ponies don't go
back on me but lvgret that the con
fluement and lack of exercise may
'throw me' in my candidacy for ii
place in the football team.
"By the bye, I was forgetting to tell
you that I gave 'a wine' In my room
last week, at which two baskets of
champagne were consumed. There
were twelve ot us, each man drinking
two bottles. The gang was too high
so I had to buy
mucky muck for pip-sa box of cigars. This took my lu: t
dollar, and uncle's next check Isn't dm
for two weeks, I wish I dared ask the
old rooster for au extra, He'd send II
quick enough, but It would give me
away. I'm telling him I have only
term and hash bills to pay, and be
knows my allowance Is plenty for that.
"Mind, sweetheart, when you see uncle to tell him that I've taken a prize.
It's for singles lu tenuis, but he'll think
it's for a thesis in Greek. And tell
Aunt Caroline that I've been Invited
to take the superintendent1)'
of the
Sunday school at the Third Presbyterian church. They'll cousldcr me too
modest to write them these things and
will think all the more of them coming from you. Goodby, lovey. With
a billion kisses, your loving
"PERCY."
Enter a gang of s'udents to discuss
the makeup of the baseball team for
the coming season. When they leave
the letter writer Is about to leave,
when, seeing his letters, he puts them
in envelopes and hurriedly addresses
them. Then be runs after the athletes.
Third letter, Miss Puth Stevens to
Percy Walker:
"Dearest Percy You naughty boy!
You have sent me by mistake a letter
to your uncle. (Great Scott, I must
have sent her letter to uncle!) Oh,
how I laughed when I rend It! (For
heaven's sake, It's no laughing matter!) You ought to be ashamed of
yourself. You 'devoting your whole
time to your studies!' 'Cold water
'The smell of
good enough for you!'
tobacco makes you sick!' Theu those
'spring medicines' your aunt seut you.
You know you never wear an overcoat
or rubbers and seldom n hat.
"I think you'd better go back to
Bchool and learn to write. It wag all
I could do to read your letter. You
must be more careful.
Some day
you'll be sending one of your letters to
me to your uncle."
Soliloquy: That's just what I have
done. Ruin stares me in the face.
Uncle will stop the funds, and I'll have
to leave college. And that when I've
Just got where I wanted to get on the
teams. Well, goodby, nlma mater. I
go to some sweatshop or other, where
I'll have to come down to fingering
other people's filthy lucre.
Fourth letter, Samuel Walker to his
r.ephew:
' Dear
Percy Yours of the th lust,
received. Your handwriting Is so bad
that I can't read It. I suppose It Is a
request for money, so I Inclose a check
for $100. Your affectionate UNCLE.
"P. S. Don't go out of your room If
you can help It on these dump spring
mornings, There Is a great deal of
pnotinionhi nhitit."
Soliloquy: lty thunder! What an esHOWARD 15. TURNER.
cape!
,

The most obvious confession on
part of the Yellow Sheets that they
were unjust Cm condemning past legislatures for appropriating sums for
contingent expenses and extra employes, is contained in their articles
recommending and praising the movement to have Congress appropriate
$15,000 for 'the very same purpose,
that is, to pay the conffingent expenses of the coming legislative assembly for extra employes. An honest
confession, however, does the yellow
journals1 .no good.
They keep right
The New Mexican can do printing
on with spreading newly Invented lies
equal lo that done In any of the larg
nnd slanders.
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece ol
ork we turn out. Try our work onc
That, the right, kind of homeseek-er- and you will
certainly come again, Wt
are coming into New Mexico is have all the facilities for
turning ou
Indicated by .the followSng item from every class of work,
Including one of
the Tucumcarl Times: "Homeseek-ct- the best binderies In the west
still continue to arrive, although
most, of the tillable land in this counBlank "Butchers' Shipping Certifl-ty is now entered. Most of the new- cates for sale by the New Mexican
comers now have money and are buy- Printing Company.
ing
rellnqutishments."
Incidentally,
the New Mexican hopes, that they also
Blank Butchers' Shipping Certifihave money enough to subscribe for cates for sale by the New Mexican
and to support their home paper,
Printing Company.
s
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of th Force of
t'oinyreaaed Air,
Here is a little experiment which will
Interest and amuse our girls and boys.
It is an experiment with air and Is a
curious one to onlookers:
Take a carafe or a large bottle with
a fairly wide neck and, holding It horizontally, lay a cork Inside the neck.
Then say to some friend, "I defy you
to blow that cork Inside the bottle so
that It will stay there."
"Pooh I" he will cry. "That's easy
enough!" And he will be cocksure that
he can do It. But, to his astonishment,
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matter how hard
he puffs at that cork, the moment he
ceases to blow It will bob straight back
to where It came from the neck of
the bottle.
"Well, I declare!" your astonished
friend will ejaculate. "How do you
explain that? Is the cork bewitched?"
The explanation Is simple enough,
after all. The bottle Is full of air, of
course, you understand.
Well, when
you blow your breath hard against the
cork you cause n suddeu compression
of the air that Is inside the bottle, and
when you cease your blowing this compressed nir Immediately expands to Its
former volume, thus pushing the cork
back in its original place In the neck
of the bottle. Exchange.
ho will Dnd that no

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

LACOME & GABI,E, Propiietore.

THE GRINDSTONE.
Why Water la I'.ed on It While
Sharpening; Tool.
We will try to make it clear to our
young readers how water helps the
grinding of tools. If we draw a line
on paper with a peucll the mark Is
composed of minute pnrtiv'les of graphite, which have been torn from the
point of the peucll by the roughness
of the paper. If the paper were perfectly smooth no mark would be
matle. Now, If we hold a piece of Iron
ngulnst a grindstone wo will mark the
stone us we marked the paper, because
the stone seizes the metal us the paper
seizes the graphite. This will In a
short time cover the stone with a thin
band of iron, which will make grind-luimpossible, while the friction of
Iron on Iron would produce destructive
beat, But by keeping the stoue wet
we introduce a iilm of water between
It and the metal, which causes the latter to fall off as soon as It revolves to
the underside of the stone, which is
then free to take ou another "charge"
of the metal.
It is not the function of the water to
make the grinding smooth, for It Is Intended that the edge shall come from
the stone rough.
It is then inade
smooth with a hone, applied by baud,
which Is coarse or tine as the work for
which the edge is required may demand. A great deal of grinding is
done without water, and of the finest
quality, too, but this Is done not with
grindstones, but with wheels made of
emery or corundum, which have the
property of throwing off the particles
that have been torn from the article
that Is being ground Chicago News.
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Cor onado Hotel
G. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
. Of the Coronado Restaurant
Will Do Hit Own Cooking From This On.
The Coronado Is the place where you get the best 25 cent
meal in the City.
First Class Short Order. Service a la
Carts. Try us. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
FURNISHED ROOMS IN' CONNECTION.

The Feather.
A small fluffy feather, with very little stem, should be procured. The
players form a close circle by puttlug

South Side Plaza.

their chairs together. One of the party starts the game by throwing the
feather into the air as high ns possiThe object of the gume Is to
ble.
keep It from touching any one, as the
one it touches must pay a forfeit. This
game can be made a source of vast
amusement if played In a spirited

G

222 San Francisco St.

LUPE HERRERA.

Proprietor.

SAKTA FE, MiW MEXICO.

"manner.
A Few Facta Abont Clocks.
Is a clock which is

In Brussels there

wound by atmospheric expansion induced by the heat of the sun.
The first cuckoo clock was made in
Switzerland by Franz Ketterer In the
.
year 1735.
cathedral, England,
retersborough
has the oldest running clock In the
world. It was made by a monk In 1320
and is the only clock In existence that
Is wound up over a wooden wheel.'

DUDROW & MONT ENIE
Undertakers

Dolly Trouble.
Now, Aramlntit, listen, dear.
There in a doll next door,
And, do you know, her mother la
A reullv stupid bore.

Enbaloers

She camo to see me just last week,
When my poor doll was 111,
My dearest little Eleanor;
I'd glvjn her a pill.

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DtdfoVi Office BtMing.
Tiltncwu
DT

o

you know, my neighbor said
That Klcanor was plain,
That If she looked like her Marie
'Twould be the greatest gain.
And,-d-

aci

35

Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Palace Avenue, Nights
Sunday. Telephone No. 142.

nd

And I said, "Dear Miss Sally Jones,
I would not have her look
Like your Marie for all the world."
And then her leave she took.
Now,
This
She'd
Oh,

don't you see, If she were wise,
neighbor, Just next door,
see my dolly's beauty
she Is such a borel

I fear I spoke a little rude,
But what Is one to do?
In such a case I scarcely think
I am to blame, do you 7

OUR PLAC

The New Mexican Bindery Is turn
Ing out some of the most artistic
It la the
binding In the Southwest.
uunt completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky Moor tain States south ot
Is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
In handling land office blanks, neces
sary In homestead entries and In mlu
eral applications, Prices dow, espeel
ally In quantities. Circulars giving
full information furnish' n applica- .
tion.
'.
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Gallina District.
The Gallina district tea south of the
OF SANTA FI.
one last described, and extends from
12 miles north of GaiUlna to the diWillard Is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estanqia Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A., T. and S. F., and the Santa Fo
vide between Gallina anil Puerco
with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water in abundance and it is the enly point on the entire new line where
Central,
Rivers, a distance of 15 miles, and
besides a new $10,000.00
is
there
good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip
flanks Gallina Mountain on the west.
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station In the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles
1170.
Mexico.
In
Nsw
Established
In
disNo mining has been dono In the
The oldest banking Institution
are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
trict, but the coall apiears to be of
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashlar,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
RUFU3 J. PALEN, Prssldsnt
workable, awl
good quality and is
TOGETHER. It has Push, It has promise, it has excellent business openings. It is worth your while to investigate. If you are a live one, Willard
ALFRED H. IRODHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
with the installation, of transportation
wants you. The townsite Is owned by
facilities may become an Important
Atilttant Caahlar.
factor In th'o fuel supply of the
southwest.
The workable beds occur in the
Mosa Verdo formation, which is exWM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
'
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anil
'ad
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Surplus
Capital S1M,S8.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
posed in the lower dip slopes of a
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
Call on or address
prominent hogback, in which the beds
W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
JOHN
are upturned at angles verying from
CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD-B20 degrees to 40 degrees.
Loana
yet remains
of Homeseekera tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, omewhat overlooked and vacant
reason
Tranaacta a tsnsral banking builnaaa In all ita branohaa.
In the north end of the field, near
In.
close
to
homestead
comparatively
open
entry
col- road, a natural outg the
money on the moat favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
crop occurs,
As the coal beds incline to the west
atsral security, Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
from the hogback, which limits the
HIRAM T. 1ROWN,
KEEP THE KIDNEYS WELL.
$5,000 TO FEED STARVING
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
field on the east, they pass beneath
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
UTE INDIANS. Health is Worth Saving, and Some
the surface of an open valley or sageU. 8. Mineral Surveys
Santa Fe People Know How
makes tslegraphle tranefera of money to all parts of the civilised 't brush flat
New Mexlse
nearly 100 miles in areal
laata
Fa,
to
ATTORN
17.
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Dec.
D.
Major
Washington,
C,
deworld on as liberal terme aa are fclven by any money transmitting y extent, and since the dip generally
authorised
Many Santa Fe people take their
has
been
General
Greeley
creases toward the center of the
to spend $5,000 in affording relief to lives in their hands by neglecting th'?
on time depoelta at the
basin, the coal beds can probably be
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowed
MAX. FROST.
NOTARY PUBLICS.
the lite Indian. who recently escaped kidneys when they know these organs
a moderate depth by
at
reached
In a tele- need help. Sick kidneys are responfrom their reservation,
Attorney at law.
rate of three per cent per annum, on a alx month' or year'e term.
in
the
an
important point
shafting,
New Mexico.
gram to tlho imilltary secretary re- sible fur a vast amount of suffering Santa Tt
Orospective economic development of
Inand ill health, but there is no need
the
assist
to
I Iberal advances made on coneignmenta of live etock and products.
permission
questing
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
timthe district. An ample supply of
dians he said that they were In need to suffer nor to remain in danger
and
In
Notary Public.
Una,
the
. ber suitable for mining purposes may
Its
of
banking
all
patrons
orders
Ths bank txeeutei
of cloLhing, blankets, shoes and for- when all diseases and aches and pains
Office with the New Mexican Printbe found on Gallina Mountain near by.
H, B. HOLT,
to
duo
be
weak
can
for
stock.
live
their
quickly
kidneys
eontreatment In all respects, aa la
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and thus all natural conditions ate age
Attorney-atLaw- .
w alms to extend to them aa liberal
and permanently cured by the use of
New Mexico.
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Safety
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Pills.
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PUBLIC SPEAKER INTERRUPTED.
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Practices fh the district courts as
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. of the aublle la rtsasctfully so- this district occur in the Mosa Verde
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health
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This
good
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by
coughing.
people
tho Territory.
formation, but the Laramie (?) also terrupted
of
this
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it
not
Honey
remedy.
Melted,
Foley's
happen
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contains coal, as shown by the outAlberto Garcia,
ollleer of
and Tar were taken, as it cures
crop of a bed of good coal twelve to
ROMAN L. BACA,
San Francisco Street, says: "When
and
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prevents
coughs
miles
north
seven
fifteen inches thick
a man has attacks of backache for four
Real Estate and Mines.
RICHARD H. HANNA.
The
and
monia
genuine
consumption.
beof Gallina. This is noteworthy as
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
contains no opiates and is in a yel or live days at a time and those
Attorney at Law.
ing the first good coal found In the
Office Griflln building, Washington
extend over a period of two Phone 65.
Office, Griffin Blk
Laramie (?) formation south of Nav- low package. Ireland's Pharmacy.
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
years, he must arrive at this concluniver.
ajo
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
James Donahue, New Britain, Conn sion, he is subject to some form of
Nacimiento District.
KOSWKI.L, NKW MKXICO.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
"I tried several kidney reme kidney complaint. In my case other
writes:
The Nacimiento District flanks the
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medicine
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attention
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give special
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nearly to San Miguel, below Senorita, Improve until I took Foley's Kidney tion of those organs. This led me to before
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for
to
Doan's
Ireland's
Pharmacy
Office, Laugblin 111k., Santa Fe, N. M.
rocks dip ed improvement, and five bottles cured go
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general the
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lar communication first
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and all forms of kidney and
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Remember the name Doan's and
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.
Piles get quick relief from Dr. take no other.
the base of the mountains.
.hree terms of thirteen weak each,
Near the site of the old Copper City Shoop's Magic Ointment. Remember
CHAS. A. LAW,
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
smelter, 'however, three miles east of It's made alone for Piles and it
B.OSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
For any of the ordinary diseases of
works with certainty and satisfaction.
Cuba and two miles
Attorney-atLaw- .
1, R. A. M.
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Regular
C'hsimberlain's Salve Is excelthe
skin
of Senorita, the hogback formed by Itching, painful, protruding, or blind
convocation 2nd Monnot only allays the itching U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
It
lent.
the Mesa Verde is exposed.
REGBNT8-Nath- ftu
faffa, VV. M Reed, VV. M. Atkinson, W. A.
piles disappear like magic by its use. and
New Mexico
day of each month at
smarting but. effects a cure. For Clayton,
The coal in this bed is of good Try it and see! Sold by Fischer Drug
Masonic Hall at 7:l
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
all
sale
by
druggists.
quality and has been mined for local Co.
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use.
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when
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time,
During
drink it, try Dr. Shoop's Health
Attorney at law.
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cool
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a
of
drink
when
then
nice,
you,
United
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by the roadside near Senorita, two does disturb the Stomach, Heart and
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of Dr. Laurltzen's Health Table Malt
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of
Dr.
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south
miles
But
above,
Kidneys,
Shoop's
fourth Monday in each
will revive your drooping spirits, tone
locality, and mined by the Juratrias Coffee has not a grain of true coffee
and make you feel
month at Masonic Hall at
and other copper companies. The coal in it. Being made from parched up your system
A. W. POLLARD,
now person.
:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, 1. C.
was used for steaming and smelting, grains, malt, etc., it forms a whole- like a
K. S. KAUNB & CO.
W. H. KKNNBDY, Recorder.
Attorney at law.
as well as for domestic purposes. It some,
the
drink, yet having
District Attorney, Luna County.
Phone 26.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat Is of good quality and is reported to true flavor of Old Java and Mocha CITY BOTTLING WORK8. Phone 18. Detnlng - . . . New Mexico
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfeetloa No. 1,
The
satisfaction.
Coffee, "Made in a minute." Call at
located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by have given general
14 th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
miles west the miraculous cures attested to In the coal bed is about six feet thick and our store for a free sample, Sold by
Dwellers, twenty-fivRite of Scottlsa Free Masonry meets
How Diphtheria Is Contracted.
Co.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu inclines steeply to the east at an an- Cartwright-DaviOne often hears the expression, "My J. H. Boaham.
B. C. Wade on the ihlrj Saturday of each month
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cold
which
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of
REPORT.
the Kidneys, Syphilitic and being
WADE,
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Masonic Hall, south, side of Plus.
South of Senorita the coal outcrops
The Minnesota
Granfe Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh,
Attorneys at L.v.
Dairy and Food veloped into diphtheria," when the
cold had simply
of several Commission's
Practice In the Supreme and Dis Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaons are
analysis shows that truth was that tho
dally Ipe of stages runs to the springs. .a Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc., at intervals for a distance
The tjmperaiure of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 miles, nearly to the place where the Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar lert the little one particularly suscep- trict Court of the Territory, In the cordially invited to attend.
CHARLBS FRANKLIN BASLBY, II.
from 'h to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per Mesaverde formation, still upturned and Bee's Laxative Honey and Tar tible to the wandering diphtheria Probata Court and before the U. S
When Chamberlain's
Venerable Muter.
Cough Surveyor General and U. S. Land
carbolic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains and on edge, disappears below overly- contained opiates and croton oil. Opi- germ.
this ates aro poisons and croton oil is a Remedy is given it quickly cures the Otlices.
Las Cruces, N. M PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Beo.
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round.'j There is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all place the formation
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PAGE FOUR

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

sheet.
talner,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet,
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet,
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
t
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant,
sheet..
Spanish Blanks.
Auto do Arresto,
pliego.
Auto rie Prlslon,
pliego.
Deelaraclon .lurada,
pliego.
Certlflcado de Nomhramiento,

1906.

18,

4

tremendous!

A. Lilly, Jr., (if Donver, traveling
.siilotiiiuui, culli'il on lils trade today In
Simla Ft

tidwurd Klilo returned last evening
from Titos, wliero he lins been for the
past three days on business.
Juan Navarro, of Morn, secretary
of the Territorial Penitentiary Commission, attended the meeting of i he

Removal Sale

board nt the prison today.
Mrs. I,. Bradford Prince lias returned to her home in this city after
a week's visit as the guest of friends
in Denver and Colorado Springs.
Frank Dlberl, assistant treasurer of
the Santa Fe Central Railway, returned yesterday evening from Eslan-ela- ,
whither he went to spend Sunday.
Malariuln
Martinez, of Taos, was
in the eiiy today attending t'he meeting of the Territorial
Penitentiary
Commission of which be Is a mem-

cur entire stoclf at great sacrifice.
Out The reason for the big cut in prices, is to
presave time? and work in the Removal ofweour
ocwill
which
New
our
llnilding
sent stock in
cupy the early part of January 10. most
At the present time we have the
will
and up to date stock in the VWy and
en
tiro
shall
we
you
give
assure vou that
'and the best prices that can he had not
m tho lernonly in Santa Fe, but anywhere
lory.
will sell the
During all this month we Uannan popuSon
and
7.00
lar price $5.50 6.00
Shoe for $4.95.
Hamilton L'.rown Shoe regular price
and $5.00 for $3.50 and $4.00.
American Lady Shoe regular price $3 50
goes all

coin-ulet-

satis-tactio-

n

George Ingemann of New Orleans,
Louisiana, is expected to arrive in
Santa Fe in a few days to join his
wife and two little daughters, who are
guests at the Palace.
Clerk A. M. Bergere of the First
Judicial District Court, returned via
Hie Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
yesterday afternoon from a business
trip to 'Denver. He went on personal
business and was absent a week.

-

.

$4-5-

-

.

same
The Clothing Stock- will go in the
order.
will
Hats, Caps, over and under garmenls
follow suit.
15 yards lor
Best grade Prints 12, Hand
dollar now your choice 20 yards for a dollar.
Two hundred pieces of best outing
10 yds. I'or a dollar
tlanuel, former prices 8 and
1
a
1
yds. for dollar.
now they will go
made
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready
at
still
sold
he
will
goods in every department

greater cut.

Rev. V. A. Pratt, of Hydro, Oklahoma, Is expected to arrive in the city
in a few days en route to Kstancia,

REBER

JtOW

will be the

That this Great Removal Sale held
was ever
biggest and only Sale that
history of the Capital City.
BA.RXY

COME

AND

in

TAKE THE FIRST

the

CHOICE.

T

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

i

WINTER GROCERY CO. j

HBI'STMA ?!

ELL?

TORTURED

HD

CANDY,

VEGETABLES

NUTS

OF

OF ALL KINDS,

ALL KINDS

TCHING ECZEMA

Whole

S

sTE7coe7piat

j

NEW CROP

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40,

AND PRICES LOW
satisfies, come to
if you want to make a present that
and
in quality
can
you
we
please
we know that

Pr'C

Bros. SilTovs for the children, carving sets, Roger
Knives,
of
Pocket
Line
Best
Forks;
ver Knives and
Bread Makers,
Roastina Pans, Universal Cake and
for the
China and many other useful apresents
stove
that
need
when
you
and
"Grown Ups,"
than any other
less coal and keeps fire longer
stoTe in the market come in and look at those Peerless
will result in your
Estate Oaks Stoves. An inspection
one.
buying
Havi-lan-

:

:1c!crcrc

-- Worse

-S-

at

Night,

With

CURE BY

CUTICURA REMEDIES

Humors, Eczemas, and Itchings
Cured by Cuticura

14

The agonizing itching and burning
of the skin, as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of hair
and crusting of scalp, as in scalled
head all demand a remedy of almost
superhuman virtues to successfully
cope with them. That Cuticura Soap,
Ointment, and Pills are such stands
proven beyond all doubt.
Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Sotp, 26c, OintCoited
ment, toe., Kewjlvent, Mtc. (In form ot
A
i'illH, Mr. per vial of tWI, limy be had ot all druggist..
Pott.r Drug tod Clmil. Corp., Sol.
Hinple Met otteti cure..
PmitH., Ruston, Mis.
.Mtilcu" t ree, " How to Cure Biby Uunion."

iw

BROS.

All

the Christmas

TOYS.

DOLLS

are Ready

Goods

NECKWEAR

('UNAWAR-

E-

IIOS1KBY-UMHRELL-

AN

LAMPS-K-

ID

GLOVES

FC
GOODS

ETC.

pliego.

COLDS,
TURES COUGHS,
iriKOAi,
suku
IV , CROUP,
.,i.,.,AlIVIi tftllfsH AMI
ALL PULMONARY DSSliASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jcuklna, Denver,
r.nn. xvritnn! "I can't sav

pliego,

.

Juranienlo,

Fianzn para Guarilar
Contrato de
Eserltura de
Documento
Hipoteca de

Everything usefal'and

la

Paz,

& better styles
More
exclusive novelities and a far
better assortment of everything in the Holiday Goods
k'nd than in any other Store
in Santa Fe.

Partldo,
pliego,
Renuncia,
pliego.
plego.I
Gnrantizado,
Blenes Muebles,
2

2

2

pliego.

enough for Ballard's Huveio nau curuu
liouim wyrnp,
n.ticl
mv
mv linliv nf tho croim
children of severe Coug'tifi.
1 iinow no belter moiuuiuu.

Documento
forma entera,
Certifi'cndo
uno.

Gnrantizado, extensa
pliego heno.
de Matrimonlo, lOccada

end $1.00

Formula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
Contrato Entre los Dlrectores
y
Co.
Liniment
Calkrd Snow
pliego.
Preceptores,
3T. l.OUIS. Ma
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por fin.
Llbros Cenltleados tie Bonos, $1.
Llbros do Recllms Supervisores de
fold and Recommended fcy
2."p.
Caniinos,
FISCHER DRUG CO.
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
eral offices of the Santa Fo Central
Bond of Indemnify,
sheet.
Railway during the absence of P. L.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
left
few
Mr.
a
Rogers.
Rogers
days
Certificate of Marritge, "fie per Do
a
to
six
at
weeks' vacation
ago
spend
zen.
Montgomery, West Virginia.
Official Bond,
sheet.
.Notice of Sale Vnder Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
THEY ARE JUST THE THING
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
YOU 'CAN GET THEM FROM
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Teslamenlaiy,
sheet.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
Ratlsfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Assignment ol Mortgage,
Lease,
sheet,
TWO NIGHTS ONLY
Lease of Personal Property,
COMMENCING
sheet.
19.
DEC.
WEDNESDAY,
Chatlle Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant, to Appriasers, full sheet.
THE GREAT EASTERN SUCCESSES
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage, 12
sheet.
ANITA.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Girl
sheet,
Mortgage Deed,
THURSDAY NIGHT,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road
Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Admission
Option,
50c, 75c.
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Seals at Ireland's.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet,
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
CONFORMING TO THE LAWS Or
Appllcalon for Bounty for Killing
NEW MEXICO.
Wild Animals,
sheet.
The New Mexican Printing Comsheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
ihn
has
facilities
and
pany
largest
sheet.
Township Plats,
most, modern machinery for doing all
Township Plats, full sheet.
kinds of Printing and Binding in
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
sheet.
Release of Deed ot Trust,
Ledgers. Pamphlets anil B.iok
sheet.
Relinquishment,
work a specialty. Best. Hook Iiindery
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
in Mm Southwest.
Homestead Application,
Mining Blanks.
sheet.
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
shoot.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Title Bon,l of Mining Property,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Affidavit, 4102b.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
Coal
Declaratory
Statement,
sheet.
sheet.
Claimant's Testimony, 4 074b
Affidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
Declaration of Application,
Power of an Attorney,
sheet.
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
Final proof,
sheet.
""Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Property,
sheet.
Forfeiture of Publishing Out of NoAffidavit and Order for Publication
sheet.
tice,
of Notice of Contest against a
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
sheet.
Entryman,
Stock Blanks,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven-- ( sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 190.1,
English or Spanish, pamphlet,
40c per Book.
52.25; full leather $3.00; 1905 English
Bill, of Sale Animals Not Bearing or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full LeathVendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
er,. $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, paBill of Sale Range Delivery,
per, 14c.
sheet.
Laws of New Mexico,
Compiled
Dill of Sale,
sheet.
$9.50, postage, 45c.
to
HanDrive
and
Authority
Gather,
Code of Civil Procedure, full Leath.die Animals Bearing Owner's Recor-ile- er, $1.00, paper bound, 75c, postage
sheet,
Brand,
7c.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Notary Record, $1.25 each,
animals Not Bearing Owner's Re
Pocket,
Notary Seals Aluminum
corded Brand,
sheet.
$2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
nearest express office.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
Nos, 1 and 2, full Leather $G.50 a volsheet. ume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.30
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
each. Postage 25c.
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
sheet.
(J. P.),
Postage, 45c.
Bond
of
Appearance, (District
J. P. Criminal Docket,
sheet.
Court),
$2.75. Postage, 45c.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet. Criminal, $4.00. Postage 55c.
sheet'.
Complaint, Criminal,
Hand Made Journal, $5.75.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Hand Made Ledger, $6.50.
she&t.
plaint,
Money's Dlgeirt of New Mexico ReForcible Entry and Detainer, Sum- ports, Full Sheep, $6.50, Postage 25c.
sheet.
mons,
Retail Liquor License, 50 In Book,

IF

2

Some Fine Pattern Hats
For Xmas Gifts.

MISS A. MUGLER

orna-

mental for your Home, Family
or Frinnds-W- e
assure you thai
you'll find greater variety-Ne- wer

pliego.
y

YOU CANNOT COME TO

SEE

SANTA. CLAUS
WIRE, WRITE OR TELEPHONE
, Selections made NOW, SANTA CLAUS
Xmas Eve.
P.

-- o

O. 'Ho.x 419.

Thone No.

US.

deliver

W.11,1,
8fi.

CHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.
Entire New Lot of Iron and Brass
Beds.
Upholstered
Dressing Tables, Couches, Etc-- , Just Received.

OPERA HOUSE

Furniture,

EMBALMING

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
306 8

San Francisco St.

'Phone

Night Call 'Phone No.

10.

1.

1

The Singing

....

LEGAL BLANKS.

in

It S. PJJVE
Phone 26.

& COMPANY

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26

We are unpacking new goocl.s ewry (Uiy. Our Richelieu Braiul of
Eastern Pack of Canned OooiIr are now in. "Richelieu Com, Tomatoes, Extra Fine Sifted Peas, Extra Fine StrinRlPss Reims, Etc.
NEW RAISINS,
CITRON,
ORANGE PEEL,
NEW ALMONDS,
NEW FILBERTS,

CURRANTS,
LEMON PEEL,
NEW ENGLISH
NEW PECANS,

WALNUTS,

ETC.

Freali Baltimore Oysters. Santa Fe Rained Celery.
Let us have your order for your Christmas Turkey.
finest line of Candies In the CHy.

We have the

2

Non-Min-

time I suffered
with a tremendous itching on my
back, which grew worse and worse, until it spread over the whole body, and
only my face and hands were free.
For four months or so I suffered the
torments of the damned, and I had to
scratch, scratch, scratch, until I bled.
At night when I went to bed things
got worse, and I had at times to get
up and scratch my body all over, until
I was as sore as could be, and until I
suffered excruciating pains. I did not
know what it was, and resorted to a
number of blood purifiers, using at
times also Cuticura Soap. They told
me then that I was suffering from
eczema. Then I made up my mind
that I would also use Cuticura Ointment and Cuticura Resolvent. I used
them according to instructions, and very
I
soon indeed I was greatly relieved.
continued until well, and now I am
Remready to recommend the Cut icura
edies to any one who suffers as did your
obedient servant. Mrs. Mary Mctzger,
Sweetwater, Okla., June 28, 1905."

"Last year at this

DOLLS ARR
READY

:();

1HAN

2

4

4

2

4

EXTRA FANCY CELERY- - FRESH BALTIMORE

OYSTERS

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
Bring the children and let them select what Santa Claus should
bring thenv
FOR THE OLD FOLKS:
have just received a fine line of Pictures, Frames, and Fancy Mattings; also Picture Mouldings, attrac"
tive Pictures and Materials of all Sorts.
,
CUT PRICES.
You can not name anything In my line that do not carry. Fit up
your home where you can get everything you want at bottom rock.
Furnishings for Kitchen to Garret. Pay Cash and get a DISCOUNT.
Easy Payments and ALL THE TIME YOU WANT. Furniture that is
found nowhere else In the city, Stoves, Ranges, Lamps and Bed
Room Suites, Come and be Convinced.
I

'!;:

I

D.

S, LOWITZKI.
Lower San Francisco Streeti

Santa Fe, New Mexico,

2

d

2

Han-idl-

ZKCOKPOKATKD

MMilBIIBWWtlMHEK'llBtb

e

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

2

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Itching Over
cratched Until

Soreness and Excruciating Pains
A Western Lady's

j

OUR STOCK OF
Holiday Goods is Lage

us;

Body

WONDERFUL

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S

Plwwiiutto take, runln rnmilts.
Contain!) nothing InjiU'iou.-j-

Fienza Oflelal,
Fianza Oflelal

first-clas- s

Bled

IN SEASON

H

Suffered Tremendous

Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Oysters.
FRUITS

pliego.

SOc

AUG

READY

4

BALLARD'S
H0REH0UNDSYRUP.I

23c,

TOYS

4

2

DRESSED

AND

TURKEYS ALIVE

having been unpointed .pastor thereof
t lie Methodist Uplscopal
Church. He
will be accompanied by his family.
Dr. A. Ii. Plait of St. Louis, who
has been in the city visiting his
daughters, Mrs. J. B. Wood and Miss
Louise Plait, left yeslerday afternoon
I'or Albuquerque.
After spending several days In the Duke City he will return to St. Louis.
M. A. Otero, Col. G. V.
Pricbard and a party of capitalists
hailing from New York, left the city
yesterday for While Oaks on business.
They will examine mining properties
in Lincoln County and will be absent
from town several days.
John A. Laughlin, of Trinidad, the
contractor who erected the new county jail building, arrived In the city
last night, and Is a guest at the Claire.
He will be here for several days to
formally turn over the building to the
Board of County Commissioners.
Edward P. lilanchai'd, a. civil engineer connected with he general land
iolliee at Washington, who has been
in this city olT and on for several
months, lefi last, night, for 'his homo
He will reat Cheyenne, Wyoming.
main there until after Christmas.
A. L. Grimshaw and John Fielding,
attaches in the general olllces of the
Santa Fe Central Railway, left this
afternoon for Kennedy. They went
there for the purpose of checking up
(lie railroad agent in company with a
;
traveling auditor of the Atchison,
a &. Santa Fe Railway.
R. I. Zook, of Kstancia, formerly of
i
Hast. Lynne, Missouri,
in the city
and has secured a position as temporary telegraph operator in the gen- -

s

Fni
I

Baby
won! cry if
you sive Him

ber.

-

for $3.00-

-1

PERSONAL MENTION

e

2

e

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour mi Potatoos. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

4

PROMPT ATT1NTIOM

MVIN MAIL ORDER

e

aunra fb,

e

. m.

$3.00.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
DEVELOPING, PRINT;
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Protnp"
We make a specialty of

Attention.

Send for Catalogue.

9.
Unillllin
nUWLAnU tt

P(1
UUi

510

South Broadway

LADIES
received a full

....

line of White
Just
for Reception and Evening Hats.

Plumes, Laces

220 San Francisco St.

I,0SANGE1VI$8.CA1VIF.

CARL A. BISQOP
'j

h CO.,

and

Mollnes

MRS. LYNG.

Gaming License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
Notification of Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
sheet.
Agreement,
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Gaming Tables,
sheet.
Application for License,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
TERMS:
Cash Must Accompany All Orders- -

l.KVl A. HUGHES.

FRANCISCO

DKLUADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

2

Wo have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list ot property.

Office

West Side of Plaza,

:

:

Insurance -- Surety Bonds

:

:

8anta Fe N. M.

Block.

IT

i

DECEMBER

DAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXTCAN,

1906.

18,

sol

liners at cost at Elite's.
Ms ugalu In order tn reduce the
(liable supply of canines In the Co
i'Clty.

has
Ire-id'- s

Pharmacy.
What Is better than a fine Rocker
k a Christmas present,
'all at I).
I

LowHzkl's.

Several hunting parties are being
llaned for the pursuit f the festive
Vll turkey, for the Christmas Day
jiie de resistance.
A. Dlgneo 'has been
employed as
jmporary clerk during the holiday
hsh at the local office of the
Express Company.
with Immigrant
Two cars, loaded
Jutflts consigned to Estancia. were
hauled from Torrance yesterday via
the Santa Fe Central Railway.
has bought the
C. D. Ambrose
Doming Graphic from A. I,. Sangre,
who will continue to conduct the publication as a Republican newspaper.
Mens' suits $10.00 and up at Elite's.
Wells-Narg-

A

marriage license has been Issued

by Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo to
Miss Eva A. Hunt, aged 1S, and Ex- -

the milliner, Is
Mrs. .1. P.
confined to Tier homo by Illness. Her
sickness Is not of a serious- nature
and she Is expected to be out again
in a few days.
jjlttle Alice Watson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Watson, is ill and
confined to bed. She was taken suddenly sick Sunday, Her condition Is
not regarded as serious.
D. S. Lowltsikl, the popular furniture dealer on lower San Francisco
Street, has an attractive Christmas
advertisement hi today's New Mexican. Read It and act accordingly.
Overcoats for men. Can't be beat.
At Elite's.
Hurry S. Friday, the young brake-mawho lost an arm In an accident
on the Santa Fe Central Railway two
weeks ago and who received other Injuries, has been discharged from St,
Vincent's Hospital.
Although crip
pled for life, he will undoubtedly recover his health.
A warranty deed has been filed for
record In the office of the probate
clerk for Santa Fe County from
Emilia Read and Candida Read to
.losefa Read de Delgado. The property conveyed by the Instrument Is a
parcel of land situated in precinct No.
1.
The consideration named Is $1,
Manuel R. Otero, register In the

for it Today
No.

Huntlntf Case.

p

.rll.,J.I..p1..V.

i

and lourth &t.
Los Angeles, California

Jdway

15.J,eU

r Wnhhiim Movement

72, T..0O

iauu(ui

JEWELERS

14K Solid Gold
Eluin

ft FEAGANS

BROCK

Mufflers, Ties, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Hats,
Fancy Vests. Bath Robes, Smoking Jackets,

Best Day of All the Yea

:THE

has iilmost arrived, but, if you wish It to be a really "Merry Christmas,"
yim must, do your share in the giving of presents, for there is no joy like
that of niahlnjj niliers happy.

in Fact Everything that's Suitable fo

Christmas Presents
FOR MEN

The Question
"What to Buy,"

Is a specter, which, like "Hauquo's Ghost," will not down.
If you will allow us, we think, we can assist you in this perplexing
by a
limply suggestions, like the following:

Presents for Boys
"B. & B." Ice Skates,
Winchester
Rifles,

Can Be Found at the Santa Fe

Hcary.
Car?ed.

E.q.l.it.l,
Rose

Finish.

A DOLLAR IN BANK

"haberdashery

Boy's Watches,
"A 1" Pocket Knives,

j

local United Status land office, has
Klven notice that the following township plats will be placed on file In his
office February 4, 1907: Township 12
and 13 north, range 14 east N. M. P.
M.
On and alter that date appllca-lion- s
will be received for entries in

VVS

'.

VCVW

VV VV

Vk VV

V

Roller Skates,
Rocking Chairs,

In

You are not so liable to spend It
needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
Interest if yod deposit it here for
given time.

a

' Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account

with us?
Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

San Francisco Street.

WATKR
PIPK.
The New Mexican Printing Company
MACHINERY. HUlUj.
lN(i MATKKIALS E'iV. ,
lmiiiiTiiiP, New Is prepared to do the best of brief
Mexico, l)p 10. WW. Sealed proposal) plainwork In short order and at very reasly marked on the outside of the sealed envelope PROPOSALS FOR WATKR PIPK, etc., onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
and addressed to the undersigned at. Alhu
ipienpie. New Mexico,2 will lie received at the have their briefs printed rapidly and
Indian School until o clocli p. in. of Jan. 5,
tn
them to
I'M. for fiirnishlnff and delivering to the lC0IreCUy ana
as! required diu inir the tiscal veur Supreme Court D.OW in session here
endiner June SO, MOT, about :IS torn cast iron
on time, should call on the New Mexwnterpipn. 8 tire hydraiita and teen, croasen.
ells, valval ete.. one triplex punipdlrect con- - ican Printing Company and leave their
tiectea to iu norsu power motor, one borl
zoutitl centrifugal pump belted t' . live hnrsn orders.
power motor, also a iiuitutity f brick. Inm- -her, builders' hardware pig lend, jute packNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
iiiir. etc.. as per full list of plans and spi'cili.
cations obtainable nt the school. Hiihler- Herewith are Bome bargains offered
must state in their hid the proposed price of
Comeach article to be ottered under contract. All by the New Mexican Printing
articles so oH'ered to be subject to rii?id in- pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
is reserved to reject anv
soeetb'ii. The
all bids or any part of any bid if deemed Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
for the best interests of the service. Kach bound SI papor bound, 75c; Missouri
'
hill milat. ho RiHii.lim.iiinl kv
l.n..l.

Presnt

1mm.

mam

THE N0RMAND1E HOTEL.
in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN.

First-Clas- s

Corner Don Gaspar Avenue and Water St.
w----

CONNECTION

IN

WITH

-'

Bon Ton Restaurant
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.

shHt order

riht

Pleading forms, ii; Missouri Code
Pleadings, 16; the two for 110; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, 12.25; full
leather, $3; SherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation CorTHE PLOMPTEAUX BOARDING
Minporation Laws 75c; Compilation
HOUSE.
An excellent place to take your ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
meals and rest. The best In the city. New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
Members of the legislature and oth- full list school blanks.
$2,1
ersDon't forget this.
per
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
month. Near Cspltol building, 114
as are required by law, printed In
Cerrillos Road.
MRS. BRATJTJA PLOMTEAUX.
blank form by the New Mexican
Proprietress. Printing Company.

or draft made payable to the order of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for at least
ner cent of the amount of the proposal,
which check or draft will be forfeited to the
United states in case a bidder receiving an
award shall fail to execute promptly a satisfactory oontract in accordance with his bid,
otherwise to be returned to the bidder. Kids
accompanied by cash, in lieu of certified
check, will not be considered. For further
information amdy to Hl'RTON H. CUSTKU,
SUPERINTENDENT. .

j0hn V. Conway.

THE NEW MEXICO

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RI6S. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

genuine and a3 represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work in that line is turned out
by this comp. ny at very reasonable
rates.
Broocnes, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast pins, in gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home aud In
the shops of the company by special
design aud to suit customers in short
order and from the fluent gold.
Souvenir spoons, Includ'.ig
uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Gaspar
Avenue,
Laughlln
building.

N.

CALL UP 'PHONE
When in Need of Anything in

NO. 9
the Livery

Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

CHAS. CLOSSOW.

The Largest Stock of

LUTHER FOSTER, President
(P. 0.) Agricultural College,

N.

M.

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
people in Denver, Colorado Springs, Pue-biTrinidad. Raton. Las Vegas, Thornton
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places Terms more reasonA

Ever Shown in Santa Fe at the
r

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell t'.era at live cents In book form,

able than the telegraph.

I. SPARKS.

Manager,

'fir

I

FLOUR. HAY.

WHOLESALE

I

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

nc.ALERS

7

SALT and sEEDs.

!

Telephone No.
PLAZA

BARBER

much the largest asset we

try; send ticket
In and set cash for It: tran
sactlons guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELO, "18 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

Parlors

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.

....

:

:

:

1.50
25
Parlors Located West 81de Plar.n

W. H.

To have our

we make

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a utort liia tail.

It

ii

closed

is a great

Ivary article earriea with

it our guaraitat.

C

CIST

CPIT7
OF
I 1 May

A. P

U
UalMM,

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
;n Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

KERR, Proprietor.

gpiogolborfl.

m nnin
aakrt

IMTT

KERR'S

Four first class artists
Electrical Baths
Other Baths

in our busiseu.

SHOP

Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Tint- Clau Barters.
East Side of Plaza. South 01 Postal
Telegraph Office.

:

hre

W

38.

WILLIAM H PARSC.S, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In 8anta Fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuki.

Capital

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL,

for. Reliability is our watchword and every ial

Any Flavtr You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,

THE

0j(z

customer! mj to their friendg, "Every statement made Yj S. Spitz
can be relied upon" ii the ?ery beet recommendatioi we can atrire

SODA WATER

o,

Be-le-

11

The New Mexican Printing Company Is prepared to fill promptly and THE ONLY EXCLUklVr GRAIN HO U8E IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office And examine samples
and prices.

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Coun-

It Is Much Cheaper

S tlHSM1

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

Four full
college courses in agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses In agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military Instruction by n officer of the U. S.Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet.

the market.
There are hundreds of articles, besides those mentioned, which we offer for sale at prices as low as Is consistent, mid which we will be pleased
to show you.

assortment of

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Avi, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 88

An institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly eitnated in its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
Mcsilla Valley.

If you wish your Christmas dinner to be perfect, you should
purchase
a "Llsk
Roaster," the host roaster for 1 'on try or .Meat on

the latest styles of jewelry baa just
been purchased and will be sold at
the lowest possible rate for first class
goods. Every article guaranteed as

Sole Agent For

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

j

ing Company.

A fine and extensive

HENRY KRICK

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Chairs,
Combination Book Cases,
Shaving Sets,
Dressing Tables,
Gillette and
Safety Razors Louwelsa Vases,
Winchester Automatic Rifles,
Cut Glass Water Sets,
Colt's Automatic Pistols,
Artistically Framed Pictures,
Student Lamps.
Linoges Decorated Plates,
Book Cases,
imported Dinner Sets,
Gun Cases.
,
Chafing Dishes.
Ever-Read-

S

VOR

For Ladies

Morris

Ivrm.

NN

PROPOSALS

Bon-Bo-

Fot Gentlemen

V

said townships.
C
The largest line of mens' underwear in the city at Elite's,
Hunters report that within a radius
LIVERV, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
of ten miles of Santa Fe there are
of
In
condifat
and
good
quail,
plenty
V
tion. A party which went hunting
FIRST-CLASSERVICE
Monday killed thirty in the course of
the afternoon and several members
GOOD SADDLE HORSES
admit that it was only poor gunninK on
FINE RIGS
their part that did not make the numjt
ber twice as great.
Those taking jiait In the Pastores
play that is being reproduced nightly
at 113 Gallsteo Street will be guests
at. a supper to be served in the hall
on Christmas eve. The dishes will
be served by Gila, who Is one of the
FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
Don't forget our large and complete
characters in the sacred drama. Tills
Pastores troupe will give a perform- bindery and Job department. AU work The Santa Fe
Filigree and
In the most
ance
tomorrow
at,
SI. handled promptly and
evening
manner. One trial makes you
Jewelry ManufacturMichael's College,
a permanent patron.

120

You know it is safer;

Decorated Cups and Saucers,
Dishes.

Writing Desks,

Santa Fe Livery Stable
CORRICK & HUMPHREY,

Carpenter's Tools.

Presents for Gifts

f

Is worth more to you than a dollar
your pocket, because

Shotguns,

l

Simjle-Barre-

Boy's Steel Wagons,
Boy's Axes,
Irish Mails,
Boy's Saddles,
Boxing Gloves,

Foot-Ball-

.

Ui!etions in this Catalog will
nuke your Christmas shopping caHy.
Write

CHRISTMAS

EHLE'S EHLE'S EHLE'S

EDITION

80 pa(c8. 2,000 Illustration. Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, SilverThe newest Mylea.
ware.
The
buying advantages of our three lart'e
stores mean a saving for you. The

FIVE,

PACE

CHRISTMAS

n

CHRISTMAS

73, 126.00

M.

of

New Jewelry Catalog No. 49

No.

JT.

Madrid.

INOR CITY TOPICS

(rank Brown of Albuquerque
lured a position as clerk In

Schulton, aged 30, both

E.

SANTA FE,

Daru
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SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy hoods and
Holiday Novelties.
NO FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

PAGE

SIX.

8AXTA I'B NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. X. M.

Roswell Automobile Co.

WANTS

Mail

anil Passenger Lino between Island train due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M anil Torrance, N. M
Running time between the two
.tally Suntlay
included, connection points 5 hours, meals furnished al
with nil trains on the Rock Island Camp Xeednioi-pfree of charge,

FOR RENT Four-roohouse. In"M", New Mexican.
quire
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Hxeurslim panics accommodated by
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days Id
FOR SALE Flue liusluess property
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advauce.
Sun Francisco St. 0. C. Watson & Co.
AGENTS

FOR THE BJICK AND POPE

Two of the bpst known and best
for all purposes on the

machines
market.

TOLEDO

AUTOMOBILES.

Address all 'ommunicatlons and
quiries lo the

In

Roswell Automobile Co

NOTICE OF BIDS.
(Continued From Page Three.)
Hlils are hereby called for to ho
made by uny nnd all persons desirlns with the upper coal group of the Cblco
to rurnisli anil set the stoel cells, Arroyo District, which has been resteel doors and equipment in the new ferred to tho upper part of the Moncounty jail. The plans and specifica- tana, and with which the beds probtions for sumo have been approved by ably connect beneath the plain along
the Hoard of County Commissioners, the north border of the Hosta Butte
and muiiK! can be seen and all infor- District. Owing to scarcity of outmal Ion and data required may be ob- crops, however, this connection has
tained of I. 11. and V. Al. Uapp, Us not been traced, The beds of this
VeRiis, architects.
All bids shall be district also seem to connect with
filed with the clerk of the Hoard of those at Gallup, to be described later,

FOR RENT Three furnlsliod rooms
County Conimlstsloners before tea
for light housekeeping. (!ood location o'clock
n. in., December L'Slh, 1!)0G, at
M. (.'. Miller,
which day and hour tlio bids wWl bo
opened and the ronlract. awarded;
HOUSES TO RENT.
the board reserving- it ho right to reHouses to rent, lease or for sale,
ject any ami all bids; and the bids
loca
furnished or unfurnished, good
lo cover tho furnishing and selling
tions, Call on the reliable firm, Hughes in 'pltice of the said cells, doors and
& Delgaiio. Office west aide of Plaza.
equipment, according to the
and plans.
AGENTS Canvassers, mixers, pod BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
dlers, solicitors, mail order people,
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SANTA
etc., should buy Kramer's Book of
FE,
By ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Trade Secrets. Regular price $5.00,
Chairman
but balance of last edition for
Attesl:
as long as they last. Guaranteed. Or
.MARCOS CASTILLO. Clerk.
der quick. Sioux Publishing Co., Su
tlierland, Iowa.
siH"elfl-cnilon-

Roswell

V.

,

New Mexic

.

EL PASO ROUTE

w

s

Catarrh Cannot be Cured

FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the Kl Paso & South
western in eastern New Mexico. Stock
$15,000, to $20,000. Fine opportunity
for right party. Can explain good
reason for selling. Locality healtlblest in New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper.

s

r
w
w
m
w

Don't forget our large and complete
All
bindery nnd job department.
work handled in the most
manner. One trial makes you a permanent customer.

with LOCAL Al'I'I ICATIONS. asthcy cannot
reach the seat of the iliscuso. 1,'iitnrrh in a
lilmid or cuimtltiitlonal discime, and in order
tecum It you must take internal remedies.
Hull's Catarrh Cure U taken internally, ami
acts directly on the Mood and mucous s
Hull
Catarrh Cure is not a uuuck
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country (or yniira and
Is a regular nrescrlntloii.
It in composed of
the best tonics Known, combined with the
best blood i.iiriliers, actlnir directly on the
trucoils surfaces. The Decreet cninhliMttli.n
oi tneiwo inirreiiieiiM is what produces uch
woiiopi iui renins in curing lutarrli, Mend
lor testimonials tree.
K. .1. ( HKNKY
').. Props, Toledo, (),
Sold hv lriitfglsts. price 'i!o.
,'J'akc Mull's Family l'illi for constipation.

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
can and get the news.

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

1906.

18,

St. Louis. Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Railway Company.

The line of this railway from Raton to
Cimarron, N. M., Including the
Koehler Branch, is now open for FREIGHT AiND PASSENGER traffic.
Due notice will be
given of opening of other extensions,
PASSENGER SCHEDULE.
Daily Except Sunday.
Train No. 1
Distance
Train No 2
from
P. M.
Raton
STATION'S

2:00
Lve
Arr
and It Is also probable that they bear
(a) Jlaton
2: '10
i
Lvo
the coal reported to occur thirty to
Clifton House Lve
3:00
13
Lv. (b) 'Preston Arr
forty miles north of the Hosta Butte
3:15
20
Lve
District out in the basin, nt. Stony
Koehler J mint Arr
3:35
Arr
Butte and beyond Klo Cliaco,
Arr
Koehler
4:00
m
Lve
The middle and lower coal groups
(c) Verruejo Lve
41
4:35
Lve
enter the Hosta Unite District, from
Cerrososo
Lve
5:00
47
Arr
tho direction of Mount Taylor and,
Cimarron
Lve
Connects
&
with
El.
Paso
Southwestern Ry. Traill No.
after extending northwestward across
the district, curve southward nnd form In Dawson, N. M at 4:25 P M.
"Connects with El Paso & Southwestern Ky, Train No.
the hogback, which crosses the rail
road three miles east, of Gallup. Their iwwson, a. .vi., at io:05 a, m.
(a) Track. Connection with A., T. & S. F. Ity.
geologic ago Is not definitely deter
(b) Track Connection with A., T. & S. K, Ry,
mined, but ironi the evidence of a few
fossils collected In each of them It is
Livery Service to Van 'Houten, N. M.
(o) Track Connection with E. P. & S. VV Ry,
probable Hint the middle group represents the lower part of tho Montana
formation tinti that the lower group
represents a part of the Colorado forNew
F.
mation.
lu the center of the district, near
Hosta Butte, the vertical interval between the groups Is about 500 or 000
feet. In general, the dip of the rocks
is to the north and the coal beds are

P. M,
12:25
12:01
11:40
11:10
11:30
10:20
9:45
9:25

.

121,

arriving

123,

leaving

W. A. GORMAN.

Raton.

exposed

in

southward-facin-

escarpments, but where the rocks are sharply upturned, in tho hoirback east of
Gallup, they do not seem to carry coal

workable amount.
The coals of this district have been
little prospected, but they show in
natural outcrop at many localities.
Tho
exposures lie along
the
road, the Thor-Lakes road, the Devils Pass
trail, near Lake Mariana, and at
Hosta Butte, where the rocks are
raised into a low dome.
So far as known, the lower coal
group contains only one workable bed,
about two and a half feet in thickness.
A similar section is exposed fifteen
miles north of Bluewater, at the ,1. R.
Tlejen prospect, on a coal bed that, is
supposed to be the same as the one
noted above.
Coal is more abundant in the middle
group than in the lower. The former
contains a vast amount of coal.
The coal Is a good black lignite and
contains much fossil resin, resembling
In this respect the Monero coal.
A
sample was taken from the Tiejen
prospect for analysis. The material
was secured by making a cut across
the face of the coal, exclusive of the
parting one and a fourth inches in
thickness. The coal was crushed and
quartered down to a quart sample,
In a galvan
which was sealed
ized Iron can and sent to the labora
tory at St. Louis. With the exception
of the heavy percentage of water, this
analysis compares favorably with the
analysis of other coals of the field.
Gallup District,
The Gallup District extends from
the hogback three miles east of Gallup
westward beyond Defiance, a distance
of about twelve miles. It is crossed
by tho Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway and is the oldest, best, known,
'lid most productive district in the
Hold.
The
group of
rocks of this district, so ptominent
around Gallup, lies higher in the
series than the groups that form the
Its geological
hogback east of Gallup.
horizon has not been well determined,
but from some fossil plants found at
the Weaver Mine, north of Gallup, i,t
Is referred to the upper part of the
Montana formation and is probably
the same as the upper coal groups of
the C'hico Arroyo nnd 'Hosta Butte Districts. It is divided into upper and
lower subgroups, which are separated
by about 500 feet, of sandstone and
sandy shale. In the immediate vicln
it y of Gallup the dips are from 2 de
grpes to 15 degrees northwest, but
they vary in direction, as the rocks
are gently folded. In general thisi part
of the field has the structure of a syncline with the rocks dipping toward
tho center from each side. The syn
clinal axis is known to extend south
of Gallup Into the' Zuni Plateau, but
this area was not examined during
The upthe present reconnaissance.
beds is
per subgroup of
about: 100 feet In thickness and con
t: ns six workable beds of coal.
(Continued Tomorrow.)
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Mexico.

DENVER & iUO

and P. A.

GRAPE
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Santa Fe Central RaiJ'y
About Digestion.
This handsome solid vestibuied train ran through to Xpw Or
it is not the cnantlty of food taken
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries
f
through
Effective Monday, February 26, 190G. but the amount digested and assimi
S sieepera Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate
lated that, gives strength and vitality
points. Direct 5
connections made lor all points JSorth, Ea; and Southeast.
Chamberlain's Stom
South Hound
North Hoilud to the system.
ach and Liver Tablets invigorate the
No I Mi
Station!.
Alt! No 2
g

p
p
p

stomach sin. liver and enable them
to perform their functions.
The re
sult is a relish for your food, increased strength and weight, greater en
durance and a clear head. Price 25
cents. Samplfis free, For sale bv all
druggists.

a

BON TON RESTAURANT.
SHORT ORDER BILL OF FARE.

I

TAKE

W

NEW

I

EXPRESS.

NIGHT

THE.

TRAIN

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

i.u
a.to

pi

.20

7,000
6,660

4
4

161

6.4IIU

a.:sA

M

3.10
6.12T,
t.kO
6.370 2.10
8,250 l.afi

" ...Vesra Hlauou.. "
"
Kennedy.... ""
i.M p il "
Clark
"
3 W p 41' "
Stanley
4.10 p ffi " .....Morlarty... "
"
4 35 pi 61
Molntuih... "
ft.Ub p 69 "
Kitaueia.,.. "
6 'Ill p 81 "
Wlllard.,.. "
B.M p Hi " ....I'rogre.io... "
"
7. IS p m "
Blanea
S.15 p: 116 Arr....Torruo...Lve

Mountain fimo

p. m.

...Santa Fe... Arr
0.v.
"
6 " ....Douaciaua...

p
p

6,050

6,175
6,140

p

0j p
p
p

p
p

1.10
12 45

B.U.M1.2S a
6,210 10.M a
6,2
lu .30 a
6,471

tf.frtl

MEATS.

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., wl't
the Denver & Klo Grande Railroad foi
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Washington, and the Grant
Northwest.
Connecting at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Nob. 43 and 44. Pullman berths reserved by wire.
For rates and information address
S. B. GMM8HAW.
General FassensAr Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roswell.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
it 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Manager Automobile Una

For whedules, ratea and other information, ca'l on or address,
E. W. CUSTIS,

ft
X
K

BoatXweiUrn

M
,.

M

K
K

l.tu

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

ft
X
w

FAST
TRAIN.

El

.

Pa$s:ngsr
PiSO,

Ant.

III.

I.
fta.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tern.

P. Tmuria,
Passenger Agent,

Dillu, Txm.

KSSXX3SXXXXXSXX$XSS,.$SSSfcXX

XXM1

Santa Fe Central Railway System,
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

v,a

A8T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

TOKffANCE QATtWAY..

SERVICE.

JSTEAmp TICIT8

TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLr

P. If. Steaks
Veal Cutlets

Pork Chops
Ham and Eggs
Mutton Chops
Wiennerwurst

Liver and Hacon
Pork Sausage
Kggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Carne
Frljoles and Navy Beans
Pozole, Tamales
OYSTERS.
Fried, Stewed, .scalloped, Pan Roasted, Oyster Lout, Raw, Any Old
Style.
FISH.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs,
Salmon, Pike,
Shrimps, Halibut,
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.
GAME.

Teal Duck

Spring Chicken

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE
One of the best fruit ranches Id
northern Santa Fe County, about tv.i
ty miles from this city, Is for
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe

b.

Ni,w Mexico.

SB
LOCAL
No.
No.
No.

6. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.

D, &. R.
Effective

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.
..10:40 a.

..

C.50

.11:15

HBT HOl'BP
AO

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paco & Southwestern
end Chicago, RocK Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fa,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver & Rio Grends Railroad.
bpeclal attention given to handlln g of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chlcag o, Roc1- - Ic'nd
Pacific Rali".
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicit eif
f.

fV

W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

S. 6. GRIMGHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

FRANK DIBERT,
Sec'y and Treas.

Ant
J. P.

LYNG,

A. L. GR.MSHAW,

City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Aaneral Office,

U Fe. New Mexico.

rTTT

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

Trav. Freight and Pass. Apt

. .

BOOK BINDERS

l

NottS

...U.. Li . ..fautn. i'e
.Ar. Jillp
.. ICcpanola
..34..
.Lv.
l:ip
. I'.mlmilo
..S3..,
12:2d,p
"
. . Hurrauoa
n-...til...
p
"
...ServllluiA
10:29 p
4.0ii. ,.81...
4. J p .Kl...
Fiedrtta. "
10:Uu ii
..'ire
11:45 p
"
.
.Anto'ilto
8:10 p
Itt,...
h :Ji p m.
'
..Alum an
t:40 a

p
Hill p
S:uup

The
American

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
RATES SANTA FE CENTRAL.
Christmas and
During the 190C-0holiday season, the Santa Fe Centra'
has Instructed Its agents to sell
round trip excursion 'tickets under the
Tickets for
following conditions:
round trip between points on the Santa Fe Central may he sold by the
agent at the rate of one regular first
class fare between December 22 anil
December 31, 190G, and on January 1,
1907. The tickets so sold shall be
good for continuous passage in each
direction, the start to be made on the
day the ticket Is sold. Tickets will
be good for return until and on January 4.

Connection at Denvw with all lines East and West.
Time a Quick and Rate at Low as Other Lines.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tu esom Delay at Any Station.
Tot Illnatrated

Collection
Agency.
No foe charged
unlom oollectlo n
lsniHilo, Wemak e
collections in all parts of the U, S.
ANTHONY P. WILSON,
Attorney.
41,1

TOPEKA

Kansas Avenue.

KANSAS,

Agreeably Surprised.
sufferers from rheumatism
have been agreeably surprised at the
prompt relief afforded by applying
Chamberlain's ruin Halm. It makes
sleep and rest possible. For sale by
Many

all ilniKKisfs.

Claire.
Thomas

Mrs.

Adrertiac Mattef tr Informattoa

Wholesale or Retail

A

Commercial Bank Books
and Briefs for Lawyers.

SPECIALTY
Records

DAILY

or
a

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS

!

NEW MEXICAN PBINTWf CO

Santa Fo.Jl.J2.

Itto Eflipnt Bureau

Hew

AND

REALTY

COMPANY,

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Lent
on Approved Security.

Money

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

T. Howell,

A Nice
House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fruit Trees.
7-Ro-

Washington, D. C; H. O. Bursum, Socorro; B. S. Phillips, Buckman; C. C.
Webb, Albuquerque; P. Hubbell, Lincoln, Nebraska; Nat Rosenthal, Chicago; Louis Curtis, New York; Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Wisker, Las Vegas; A.
F.
M, Harper, Memphis, Tennessee;
H. Pierce, East Las Vegas; Juan Navarro, Mora; John A. Laughlln, Trin-

10t Palaoa Avcnu.

Twm

Nt. 111.

idad.

Normandie.
0. H, Crouse, Kansas City; John T.
Marcario
Muller, William, Arizona;
Torres, Wlllard; Juan Ebogura, Morlarty; E. W. Madole, Estancia; Juan
de Dlos Martinez, Cordova,
Coronado.
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietorj.
'
Malaquias Martinez, Taos; J. Villan-nnv- 261 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Pino Vlllanneva, Galisteo; M.
Only the- finest of Imported wines and cordials served
euBtomr
Kucera, Morlarty; A. .1. Brndshaw, As- ; the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestic
and imported, a specialty. Su- pen, Colorado,
pcrior brands of cigars.

Kentucky Saloon.
-

Publishers of
THE

AddrtM:

S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. and T, A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A.. SANTA FE, REW BEXICO.

air-tig-

Mr. and

-

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

he Jlew Mexican Printing Company

ost fodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Loose Leaf Ledgers

bounii
Stations

12:lil

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LE6AL BLANKS

Mil,,

to zn

izzizz:

No. 72(1
.. 8:15 a.
. 4:20 p.
No, 722
3:Uua ..2X7...
No. 721
. 7:40
.Pne'd .
11:06 p
,, "
p.
4:35 a
..Colo, i rlnir. "
4v p
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 7:Ma ,.U...
..benvfir ......Lv
..4l...
7.0, p
2 east and No. 3 limited west.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west.
Trains atop at Smbudo for 6 mor
No. 721 connects with No. 7 and 1) where good meals are serveo.
west.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
g
No. t stops at all stations.
and intermediate points.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
to Albuquerque, to discharge passen- intermediate
points via the standgers from Santa Fe.
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
No. 721 will leave Lamy at 9:10 a. narrow
gauge via Salida, making the
m. and will not wait for No. 2 from entire
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
trip in daylight and passing
the west.
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGB
G. II. DONART,
also for all points on Creede bianco..
Palace.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
L. Cbernos, St. Louis; W. T. Little,
8. K. HOOPER.
City Ticket Office, Catron Block, east
Canon City, Colorado; D. ,1, Ilerron,
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Rnst Las Vegas; A. Lilly, Jr., Denver.

an
Best Equipped and

4L'tl.

li:Uia

ii.
p.

Depart.
!

Dec ember lath. 1905.
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SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Beit
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

oi

feet, laid
street, with alleys BO feet

1,000 business and residence lots, size tixl-tout with broad 10 and

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

EDWIN FOWLER.

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three ho-

by E. C. Parceila

John Gni'vau did not object to Tommy Xenley except as a
lie liked lilm immensely, and
It wan with real regret that he refused
to give his consent to Tommy's engagement to his daughter Alice.
Tommy went out of the study feeling us blue as the euumel on the automobile that punted at the curb, but
Alice took a more cheerful view of the
matter.
"Don't mind father," she comforted.
"I've managed him ever since mother
died uud I'll And u way to make him
behave. He didn't tell you not to come
around, did he?"
"No," was the terse response. "He
told me to come u round all I wanted
and help him keep the other fellows
off. I ll do that, you bet."
"What was his reason?" she usked.
"Suld I was too fond of outdoors to'
be a good merchant."
"Is that all?" she asked lu surprlie,
"I thought from your face It was something serious." She patted him on
the shoulder. "N.nv rim. along," she
commanded. "I want to have a chat
with father before he can think It over
and get the idea rooted lu his mind
that he doesn't want you In the fam-

tels, restaurants, etc.,

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

JOHN

city in the aear future cannot be estimated.

LIMITED

M.

BIMBI,

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

OVER

TO

GO

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ara in the center of the city,, we'l
(si (mauy

of them improved by crltivation) ; no
We Jeed

graTel.

a

first class bakery, tailor

grai

sasi

0

hop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj.; planing mill, coai ad wooJ
yard, drug store, hsniesB shup, etc.,

etc,

aisa a

irst elaj,

modern hot el.
Our prices of lots are low and twins on easy payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
pnrchsie monsy,
with
cash. Two-thiron
remain
note,
may
moitgigs security, for one year, with I per cent. intomt tbersoa..
One-thir-

pply at jnce for raa

BICKIl, Pmitat,

Santa Fe R'y

of

Cut-of- f

FAST

ALL

BELEN TOWjVSITE

Belen is the largest shipping point

the choicest lots,

Cceretar.

tad

t

jri,

if.

to swims

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

much of bis objection toward Tommy
had been that he had taken to the
auto Instead of to Hie trotter. Now
that this objection was removed, Tommy asked for a iv hearing of thu case,
but, to his surprise, there was the same
negative.
"It's Just a whim," explained Alice.
"He Uill couie uroiind ull right."
But the coming process was slow,
ily."
and Tommy fretted as he followed the
much
went
the
down
steps
Teuley
the roads In obedired car
comforted. Ever since they had known big to Alice'sulong
commands.
ence
tho
Alice
had
each other
ulways taken.
Then there came the hot afternoon
lead, and he was content to follow. lie when
they made for the top of Mount
climbed Into the nuto uud rumbled off
Alice with her field glass
With the comfortable feeling that all Stephen.
swept the country beneath for half
would come well.
an hour after It was time to start back
He was n&t Ui sort of a man who Is
home, 'Jflieu, with a sigh of relief, she
woman
a
let
and
back
to
hold
content
tbe glasses Into their case and
slipped
Inplan. He was willing to take the
turned to Tommy.
itiative when necessary, but he knew
"Take the wood road back," she comthat Alice knew her father's Whims
do Just as I say.
better than he did, and more thuu once manded, "and you
Will you promise?"
she had, with her woman's wit, accom"Don't I always?" he parried. "How
plished more than his bulldog pertiwould I dare do otherwise?"
nacity would have gained.
She made a bow. "I thank you," she
Alice nodded wisely when he met
said demurely. "Now, If ever, Is the
her that evening, but he did not questime to realize that a soldier's first
duty Is obedience."
She smiled to herself as they began
to coast slowly down the. mountain,
and she smiled still more when, as
they struck the level ground, there
came a hall.
Just ahead John Garvan was Bitting
on the steps of his machine, smiling
hopefully at them. "You're Just In
time!" he cried as they drew up beside him. "I have had a breakdown
and dm't know Just what the mut-

--

ter

"tou'bb just in time!" he cried.
tlon her. He was confident that she
bad control of the situation, and as
they sped along the road lie waited
for her to speak.
But he was surprised when she suddenly asked liim to take her father out
In the automobile. One of the objec-- ,
tlons Mr. Uarvttu had urged was his
fondness for his unto; that the old
gentleman should want to ride was
strange.
Alice's word was law, and the next
afternoon when the blue racer drew
away from In front of the Garvan
house Mr. Garvan was established lu
the tonneau, while Alice, beside Tommy, saw that he kept down his speed.
They ran decorously along for several
miles until they came to the shore road,
which stretched Its level length for n
couple of miles beside the lake.
"Want to go fast?"- demanded Alice
as she turned to her parent.
"Is It safe?" he demanded anxiously.
"Safe and Just lovely," was the assurance. "Put on the speed, Tommy,
and show papa what automoblllng
really means."
Tenley threw over the lever, and
presently they were doing about forty
miles an hour. There were no Inter- sectlng roads along the lake and no
traffic, so that Tenley felt safe In letting the machine out. At the end of
the stretch he slowed down and turned
to see what effect the run had had on
the lone passenger lu the tonneau.
To bis surprise be found the old
man leaning forward. "Let us try It
again," he urged. "It's great.".
Back they flew along the broad road.
Then they slowed down and headed
for borne. At the door Garvan turned
to Tommy:
"I wish you'd drop In this evening,"
be said. "I want to see you about
something."
Tommy nodded and drove off. A part
of Alice's plot began to unfold. He
guessed that the "something" was an
auto, and the guess wag right, for a
week later a high power car found a
resting place In the Garvan stables, and
John Garvan devoted himself to Its
study. Within a month he was sufficiently expert to be able to handle
the car himself.
He looked with kindlier feeling toward Tommy, wha had inude known to
him this new delight. In his younger
days be' bad been a horseman ami

Located on Helen

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the
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Old Mexico.

Strategy
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Copyright,

j
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
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"I'll have a look," offered Tommy as
be prepared to rise. Alice laid a detaining hand upon his arm.
"Tommy and I have gone Into business," she announced as she leaned
back In her seat. " 'Tenley & Garvan,
Auto Repairers,' is the way our sign
reads."
"I suppose I'm on the free list since
I'm In tbe family," grinned Garvan in
appreciation of the Joke. "I engage
you."
"There Is no free list," said Alice
positively. "It's pay lu advance where
customers are known to us."
Garvan threw his head back and
roared, but he sobered a little when
Tommy made no move to leave his
scat.
"What Is your price?" he demanded.
"If It's that necklace, you may have It,
only hurry up. There Is a meeting of
the board of governors at the club tonight."
"I know It," she said placidly. "You
never can get back In time unless we
fix you up."
"I kuow It, too," he agreed. "I don't
care what the price Is, only hurry. The
mosquitoes me eating me up."
"Do you consent to our engagement?"
she demanded.
The smile faded, and the old man's
face became choleric.
"I wou't be forced," he cried sullenly.
"We are not trying to force you,"
was the even response.
"Then go abend," he said storm Uy.
"I won't pay: that's all there Is to It."
"We are always willing to wait on a
'prospect,' " she smiled.
For fifteen minutes they sat there,
the old man fuming over the mechanism, which never hud seemed so complicated, tho younger people chatting
and laughlugnuietly to themselves.
At last Garvan looked up. "See here,"
he said, "let's stop (his foolishness."
"Do you engage us?"
"Not on those terms."
Alice drew a package of sandwiches
one.
from a basket aud
It served only to remind the old gentleman of his fast approaching dinner
hour, He stood It ten minutes longer,
then with a snort bo climbed Into the
seat.
"Go ahead, and be banged to you!"
'
be shouted. "I consent."
There was a whispered conference,
and Tommy climbed down. Five minutes later tbe red and tbe blue machines were slipping down tbe road.
On the steps Alice paused a moment
over the goodby.
"The chauffeur will be over Jonlghl
for a hundred dollars," she whispered.
"I promised blm he should have It If
be would fix tbe machine for tbe break"
down."
';
"And cheap at tbe price," declared
Tommy as he took her In bis arms In
tbe friendly shadow of tbe vestibule.
handed-Tomm-

-

Cuenmbera Are Aaeleat.
Few garden plants bave been known
to and cultivate! by man longer than
tbe cucumber. De Candolle bas proved
that this plant has been In cultivation
between three and four thousand years.
There Is no specific remedy for tbe
striped cucumber bet'tlg. UUvst appll- -

cations of poisons, sucli us part's green
or other arsenical, will destroy tbe
beetles when they occur lu moderate
A normal crop inny be
numbers.
placed at about 200 half barrel baskets
per acre, the price vnryiug from 50
cents to as much us $2 per basket.
After tbe fruits have been harvested
and the marketlug reason has closed
tho vines should be destroyed by gathering und burning or Wowing them
ir breed disunder, so as not to
eases. A point which is of prime Importance lu the maimgi'ineut of the
cucumber patch Is that none of the
fruits be allowed to come to maturity.
The ripening process, which means the
development and maturing of the
seeds, produces a heavy strain upon
United State i'
the growing plant.
Farmers' Bulletin.
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DAMES AND DAUGHTERS.

Governor Vardanian

'.mi

fit

wiiilSiil

Mrs. Carrie Chapman Cult bas been
presented at thu English court.

has appointed

i

Wells Fargo & Company

Miss Henrietta
Miss., as

Mitchell of Jackson,
on his military
staff, with the rank of colonel.
Mrs. Grover Cleveland, uceompaulod
by a party of friends, recently made
the ascent of Mount Washington, taking the rough nine mile tramp over the

Express.
General Express Forwarders

Crawford bridle path.

mm

said to have
taken to the French metropolis "an appetite for finery that was apparently
insatiable" and to have spent u small
fortune on ostrich feathers.
'An inmale of the Home For Needy
Confederate Women In Richmond, Va.,
Is Captain Sally h. Tompkins, the only
woman who received a commission
from President Davis of the Confederacy. She was a captain of cavalry.
Miss Hthel S. Walton of Skowhegtiu
is the ouly woman lawyer tu the state
of Maine, having been admitted to the
bar a short time ago. Miss Waltoti received much instruction from her father, who is n lawyer of high reputaMrs.

T.ongworth

is

typewriter

neimoiillble lteqafNt.
"Yes," said the fair young widow.
"I'll marry you if you'll promise to
quit smoking."
'That's asking a good deal," rejoined
the mere man.
"Well, that's my ultimatum," said
the f. y. w. "I don't propose to give
up my weeds for a man who Isn't will- tion.
hard rain falls in this desert country.
ing to give up his weeds for ma,"
It brlugs many disasters, for the sun
to
woman
first
Miss
the
lludy Dyer,
Woman's Home Companion.
mud roofs of the dwellings are
baked
In
club
of
a political
become a member
their walls are washed away,
caved
In,
Oklahoma, .was elected to membership and other
damage is done them. But,
of the Checotah Democratic club reCURIOUS CULLINGS.
worst of all, too much water washes
a
aud
made
speech
political
cently
In these "Quanat" chanThe Calcutta police are required to which Is said to have "backed the old out and caves
nels, and until they are again dug out
catch sharks In the lloqsjly in their timers off the boards."
no water comes to town.
spare time.
In the luter years of her life ouly
It has happened at Yezd that a single
One of the amusing signs lu Salem very intimate friends knew that I.ady
day, the water from which had
rainy
is that over ft paint shop. It reads, Curzon possessed a remarkably tine
dried away or sunk Into the ground beno
a
with
a
Times
Day."
"Open Three
singing voice or that she had been
fore the next sunrise, has, by tilling
further announcement of when those pupil of Mine. Marches!. People hard- the channels, caused a water famine
times are.
ly gave her the credit for hating self In the city for three months.
A witness In the Wlllesdmi (Englaudi advertisement or for being shy, aud yet
police court while under oa.th said that she did one and was the other.
Klngflnhrra nil Wratlieruooks.
he had to turn a customer out of his
There is a very quaint old world
At
tbe Kneea.
shop because lie persisted In paying a
superstition in connection with the
Upson I Just won $10 on a horse kingfisher, which I fancy still obtains
bill that he did not owe.
An old lady on the wltuess stand at that didn't have uuy tail.
hero und there in remote parts of the
Downs I Just lost $10 on oue that
ISelllnzuuii, Switzerland, gave her age
countryside. The superstition is this:
But It was ascertained on didn't have any head. Detroit Free If a stuffed or dried kingfisher be susas 102.
cross exiiniinallon that she was loti. Press.
pended by a thread or string from the
She expl. lined that she was "ashamed
beam or ceiling of n room its breast
IN THE PERSIAN DESERT.
of being so old."
will always turn In the direction of tho
An ulliciiil of Tientsin, China, recentprevailing wind. How Hie notlou first
Curloue Way Ju Which Wuler U
arose and how, In the light of common
YeKtt.
to
for
For
live
ordered
pray
ly
prisoners
sense and Inquiry, it has been so long
It
did
if
lies
that
on
center
of
the
Persia
rain
Almost in the
understanding
not ruin in three days they would be Yezd, a city of perhaps 40,000 people, perpetuated It is hard to say, but it
I
executed. There was a small rainfall, on the greut caravan route. It is a city has long existed and still exists.
so another live were told off to repeat of the desert, says the author of "Five have ir clear recollection as a youngIn
the experiment.
Tears In a Persian Town," but how ster of going into a humble cottage
kingstuffed
a
and
shires
seeing
the
how
is
and
large
complete that desert
fisher thus suspended as a weatbe
it is hard to realize.
CHURCH AND CLERGY.
In going from the Caspian sea to vane. Country Life.
In all Christian countries the uumber Yezd one sees a strip of green country
Confidence.
of females who atteud the churches is thirty miles wide along tbe sea uud
another twenty miles in diameter
far greater lhan that of the men.
The John Wesley rentacostal church round Teheran. Aside from that there
of South Manchester, Conn., has the Is nothing but waste.
The desert in Persia, however, is of
only woman pastor In the state. The
many kinds. There are places where
pastor Is Mrs. Nellie A. Held.
Dr. Andrew Morrissey, chosen pro- the ground is absolutely bate except
vincial of the general chapter of tbe for the thick crusts of salt that lie
the plain lu
Holy Cross Order, was for thirteen like snowdrifts, streaking
ure ulso places
years president of Notre Dame univer- every direction. There
equally salt where the proximity of a
sity, Indiana.
certain amount of useless water proreceive
2,500
from
English bishops
a larger quantity of plant life
duces
a
with
is
to 10,000, and each
provided
in
the ordinary desert. For tbe
than
are
palace in which to reside. There
Is a vast waste of sandy
said to be considerable perquisites at- rest there
and of gravelly soil, fertile
patches
office.
the
to
taching
enough when water can be brought to
Bishop Joseph Staunton Key of Tex- it, sometimes flecked with dry, brownas, one of the foremost men of tbe ish shrubs, sometimes quite bare.
Methodist .Episcopal church isf the
Two desert plants never touch one
south, Is a direct lineal descendant of another. In the most favorable places
Francis Scott Key, author of the "Star two
very tiny shrubs may be found
Spangled Banner."
within two yards of each other, but
with a single exception one does not
BASE HITS.
"You haven't any confidence in either
see on the central Persian caravan
route a place away from tho hills candidate?"
"On the contrary, I have confidence in
Speculation Is rife lu National league with enough natural growth to modify
circles as to whether Garry Herrmann the color of the distance.
both. I believe all the bad things they
nachairman of tbe
will be
Even in the oases no seed comes up say about each other are absolutely
tional commission.
that is not purposely sown; no plant true."
National League Umpire Carpenter seems to nave any association mm
says "ball" like a tragedian on a one tbe rest. One fixes the eye ou each of
Entirely
nigbt stand, and when be pursues a them Individually as upon a sluglej
player from tbe field be does it like unit hot as on a Dart of a field orS
the hero who at last triumphed over garden.
the villain.
Tbe water for these oases Is brought
The
Dutch Meier of Pittsburg Is In the by the most difficult means Imaginabig league to stay so long as be elects. ble. It Is found In abundance at the
He bas shown that he can play the out- foot of the mountains, perhaps 300
When a well has
field or Infield with the best of them, feet underground.
while as n swatter he Is very much to been sunk and plenty of water found
a hunt Is made for the nearest pluce
the merry.
waEddie Tlank during the past season in tho desert which Is lower than
a spot is
games, two three-hit- , ter level lu the well. Such
pitched two two-hi- t
t
Yezd, thirty miles from the sources
and four
oue four-hi- t
New Models,
It. In a line with that
games, nine performances of five hits which water
or less allowed to opponents. It was place other wells are sunk thirty or
a sorry day for the Philadelphia Ath- forty yards apart, each shallower than
tbe one before, aud then from the seletics when bis arm failed him.
lected site a tunnel Is fun In to tbe first
on
pit, from that to the second, and so
More Likely.
even though they be
Absolutely Reliable, Always.
"Well, Sam, It's about time for you back to the wells,
unto seek the home roost, isn't it?"
forty miles away.. Through this
'
"'Bout timo fob me to seek some derground channel flows the life giving Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict
othab man's roost mo' likely." Cleve- water.
W7 Bind 'y, New York,
Sometimes It hnijjonsjbaa sudden
land Plain Dealer.
I'ro-i'lr-
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS-MONEORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United Sltes, Carada, Mivxo
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littl
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Frinting Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY 8AV1
TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THESl DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

Stamp, not over 2 J inches long
Each additional line on lame stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over 3J inches long, .ibt
Each additional line on game stamp, 15o
One-Im- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over I inches long. . . .IS
Each additional line on, same stamp, 80e.
Oae-linStamp, o?er 5 inches lon& pei inch
Each additional line, same prioa.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two line.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in site, w eharg
Where type used is over one-ha- l!
inch or fractioi.
for one line for each one-ha- lf
DATES, ETC.
II. M
Local Dater; any town and date for ten years
10
in
and
year
Ledger Dater, month, day
Regular line Dater
.1.I0
Defisnce or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber SUmp and Wood Cnt, 1.80
Pearl ' Check Protector . .
.
SELF INB.ING STAMP PADS.
2x3
J, lie; izZl 25c; 2x4i, 5c; lixi, 0ej
10c;

One-lin-

e

e

eit.

0

ljx,

ii7J,N.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JILW P1EXICAJS PRINTING CO.
SANTA

Fl,
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FRESH
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Mlk IRELAND PHARMACY sSf.,
12,

I, 2

and

s

COAL t WOOD
Garfield Ave., Near A., T. 4 S. F. Depot. Thoue No. 8f.

BAlS,

Gr0CErS,

firm.
A. J. Bishop, of Flagstaff, Arizona,
is In the city visiting friends for a
few clays while en route east to spend
Christmas. Mr. Bishop was formerly employed at the local office of the
Atchison, Topeka & 'Santa Fe Railway
iiiul now has a similar position at
Flagstaff. He Is a telegraph operator
as well as familiar with the work at

BUTCHERS!

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San

(

Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

rocerv Telephone No. 4.

For Christmas we will have a supply
PLUM PUDDING.
Ferndell lilum pudding is just as good in the shell. Leave orders for these
maybe better, than you can make now.
yourself. The price Is less than It
would cost you for the materials,
bor, fuel, etc.
pound cans, each 3lc.
pound cans, each 65c.

CHRISTMAS TURKEYS.

la-

In buying a Christmas turkey it Is not
so much a question of price as of
quality. We will as usual have noth-

2-

(Continued from Page Four)

o

CAPITAL COAL
OFFICE;

Personal Mention.
J. M. Wyman of Hutchinson, Kansas, has been in the city several days
as the guest of his brother-in-law- ,
John D. Barnes, manager of the local
nlllce of the Wells-FargEvpress Company. Mr. Wyman is engaged in the
wholesale carpet business at HutchHe came here In his capacity
inson,
of the
as traveling representative

$5.!0
I.Aton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Good Commercial Raton Nut
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grte
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

railway stations.
Frederick H. Pierce, of East Las
Vegas, president of the Agua Pura
and
Company, and Hie Investment
Agency Corporation, two of the leading enterprises of the Meadow City,
was an arrival last night in the Capital, and registered at the Claire. Mr.
Pierce came lo attend the meeting
today of the New Mexico Penitentiary
Commission of 'which he Is president.
Mrs. Charles Haywood of Washington, D. C, has been summoned to
Port. Bayard on account of the illness
of her husband, who Is a patient there
Mr.
in the United States sanitarium.
Haywood has been serving In an official capacity at Yokohama, Japan, and
Honolulu, Hawaii. He was forced to
give up his dulies on account of failing health, and since then has been
undergoing medical treatment at Fort

eastern
ing but the finest corn-festock, heads and feet off. Leave orIf you have time and wish to do the ders now and we will specially select
hard work of making your own mince the size and kind you want before
Bayard,
meat, come to us for the materials. putting stock on sale.
Miss Florence
Spitz, daughter of
We have Ferndell spices, Ferndell
FIGS AND DATES.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Spits, returned home
currants, and all the other ingredients
from suet to beef. However, it will be New stock figs and dates now on sale. yesterday from Denver, and will re2 lbs. finest Persian dates, 25c.
She
main until after the holidays.
more convenient to buy
1 lb. finest Turkish figs, 25c.
was a student, at Wolfe Hall, a fashFerndell mince meat in
ionable boarding school for girls In
$115
Jars
NEW NUTS.
the Queen City of the Plains, which
Ferndell mince meat In
New nuts are now arriving. We offer was closed about a month ago on ac75
jars
new hickory nuts and black walnuts count of an epidemic of sickness.
Condensed mince meat In
12 12 at 4 lbs, 25c.'
Sinco then she has been visiting at
packages
New York chestnuts, 25e.
the home of an aunt In Denver. The
Bulk mince meat, per pound .15
school will bo reopened on January 2
English Walnuts, 25c.
Pecans, 25c. and Miss Spitz will resume heiAlmonds, 25c.
CRANBERRIES.
st udies there.
Plnones, 12
Peanuts, 15c.
We have in store and transit several
barrels of berries from the best bogs
Chairman H. O. Bursum of the ReSPECIALS.
in the United States. When ordering
Central ComTerritorial
publican
we said nothing as to price, but told We will have for Xmas, fresh shrimp, mittee, who reached the city yesterthe most reliable dealer of whom we crabs and lobsters, as well as a sup- day from Socorro, lifter attending to
have any knowledge to SEND THE ply of fresh vegetables. Leave orders official and personal business here
for these, as supply will be limited.
BEST HE HAD. They are fine.
yesterday and today, returned to his
southern home this evening. A week
CANDY.
CELERY.
ago he finished the delivery of a large
Our supply of
celery for All kinds of candy for the holidays, consignment, of lambs and wethers to
the holidays will be especially good, from the cheapest to high grade Kansas purchasers at Corona Station
fancy boxes, and at very reasonable on (lie El Paso & Southwestern Railcrisp, clean and nutty.
prices, Good mixtures at 15 cents. way. Although it was very cold at
OYSTERS.
Very fancy boxes at 25 and 50 cents. the time and heavy snow storms raged
We receive our oysters direct from
and although he had great difficulty
CIGARS.
West Sayville, L. I. These are the
in securing- cars for shipments, he lost,
famous blue points. Per pint of solid A big line of cigars suitable for boll- but. 200 lambs out of the big herds
meat, no water or ice water, 35 cents, day gifts at from $l.on up per box.
that he had sold. Mr. Bursum settled
several matters connected with the
conduct of the last campaign while
here and was quite a busy man. He
lias many warm friends and admirers
in the Capital City.
Dr. James A. Massle was expected
to return this evening via the Denver
& Rio Grande Railroad from Denver,
whither he went with his sister, who
was operated on for appendicitis and
is now in Sf Luke's Hospital In that
MEAT.

MINCE

c

home-grow-

j

-

"THE CLUB"

city.
Representative-elec- t

The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stock. I buy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute purify. Elegant c!ub
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado Htel.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

AH MMDS OF UU,DIMO MATgKIAl
CorJ and Stovt Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your 5Urr
CERR1LLOS
HAGAN

ad STORAGE:

THANSFSB
Mioue J5

Ddirerw! to Any
Part of th City-

COAL

ud

-

fft Hml

ErefTtkiag MoTbJ
Braacli OBcc tad Tarda M CerriUoa, M

Santa Fe.

M.

For The Home People
000D5

AT COST UNTIL THE HOLIDAYS.

Boy Your Christmas Gifts of

J. S. CANDELARI0,
THE CURIO MAN.
FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

Over 300 Views Of Santa

Fe,

CARDS

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

Indian Preblos and New Mexico Scenes.

DRAWN WORK AT COST
ALL OTHER GOODS TO CORRESPOND

INDIAN WARE,
301-30- 3

TPUOISND

San Francisco

8treet.

re-

turned at noon today from Bernalillo.
He was present there yesterday at the
taking of testimony in the Carton-Miercontest case for a seat in the
Council of the 37th legislative As
sembly from the Sixth District.
T. B. Catron came back on the noon
train today from Bernalillo where additional testimony was taken yesterday in the contest Instituted by him
against E. A. Miera for a seat as
member of the Council from the Sixth
District composed of Santa Fe and
Sandoval Counties.
Captain E. C. Abbott returned yesterday evening from Denver where
he went about a week ago to confer
with other attorneys for the defense
in the right of way suit of the Arizona and Colorado Railroad vs. the
in
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
which
testimony was taken Before
Edward C. Burke of this city as referee and examiner. The case will
come up for argument before Judge
Ira A. Abbott of the Second Judicial
District Court on January 3, at Albuquerque.

Minor City Topics.
(Continued
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J. W. AKERS, Proprietor.

FILIGREE SPECIALTIES
J. S. CANOELARIO, Proprietor.
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There will bo a regular meeting of
Santa :Fe Chapter No. 19, Order of the
Eastern Star, this evening at 7:31)
o'clock at. Masonic Hall, for the election of officers. All members are requested to attend.
Last week there wore Issued 223
money orders nt the local postoffice,
for $1,264.13; there were paid 140
orders amounting 'to $2,603.98 and
there was received $2,140 of money
order surplus from other offices, making a total of $6,008.11.
Miss Elizabeth Massle, a sister of
Dr. James A. Massle, was operated on
a few days ago at Denver for appendicitis and Is a patient at St. Luke's
Hospital. Word received by relatives
here is to the effect that she rallied
nicely from the ordeal, and everything Is favorable for an early recovery.
and Murphy
The Black brothers
convicted at the recent term of the
district court for San Miguel County,
of 'holding up and robbing a Rock
Island passenger train at Logan, wlH
be taken from the penitentiary near
hero where they are being held for

safe keeping to Las Vegas, Friday,, for
sentence, by the presiding judge,
William J. 'Mills.
Train report at 3 p. m.: Santa Fe
trains Nos. 7, 8 and 9, due last eventhis noon. Santa Fe
ing, arrived
trains Nos. 2, 1, 7, 8 and 9, will arrive after one o'clock tomorrow mornThe only train this afternoon
ing.
and evening to connect with them
will leave at 9 o'clock, The Denver
& Rio Grande is reported one hour
late and the Santa Fe Central one
liour nnd a half late.
Trains Nos. 7 and 9 of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa 'Fe Railway,
which were due at. Lamy last night
respectively at S:50 and 9:.40 o'clock,
did not pass there until this morning
at 11 o'clock. Inquiry at the local offices of the railroad failed to elicit
any Information concerning the cause
of the delay. It is supposed that traffic on the main line was interrupted
either by a wreck or a washout.
In the divorce cases of Sylvester R.
Blake vs. Martha A. Blake and Francis M. Spears vs. Elizabeth A. Spears,
Judicial District
filed in the First
Court from San Juan County, both defendants have accepted service and
referees 'have been appointed to hear
the testimony. C. N. Higglns of
lias been named as the referee
in the Blake case and Miss Bernlce
Spohn of Aztec, will act as referee
in the Spears suit.
Attorney J. B, l.usk, as counsel for
the plaintiff, has filed a suit for divorce entitled Lizzie Cummings vs.
Albert Cummings in the First Judicial District Court for Taos County.
Mrs. Cummings seeks an absolute dithe
on
vorce from her husband
grounds of cruelly and desertion. She
also asked for a writ of Injunction
restralnii.g her husband from disposing of any property pending the outcome of the divorce proceedings. This
Mr. Cummings Is prowas granted.
prietor of a meat market at Taos.
The late Deslderio Gonzales whose
remains were laid to rest yesterday
afternoon In the National 'Cemetery
served during the Civil War as a private in Company Q, First Infantry,
New Mexico Volunteers. The deceased had been married but separated
from 'his wife years ago and it Is not
known whether or not. she is now living. An effort is being made to find
her if she still survives. The pallbearers at the funeral were Jose Ma.
Garcia, adjutant of Carleton Post, No.
3, Grand Army of the Republic, Jose
Sllva, Trinidad Urioste, and Francisco Lucero.
The following letters and posfi'
cards are held at the postoffice for
postage or for better address: Master
Victor Hansen, 135 Lake Avenue, Ra,
cine, Wisconsin; Mr. Nazario
care of J. A. Stlnson Company,
Reanier, Colorado; Miss Matilde Garcia, Holnian, New Mexico; Edward
Laurence, per F. H. Murphy's, Glrod
and Magazine Streets, New Orleans.
La.; Mrs. P. S. Fnrreil, 410 East
Eleventh Street, Davenport, Iowa;
Mrs. Jessie Davis, 2081 Hendricks
Ave., Cal.; Mr. Florence Vallejos, care
N. Mx.;
of E. G. Hells, Hanson-Beres- ,
Sr. E. A. Jaquiii, Apartado No. 54,
Gomez Palaclo Dgo.; Mr. Antones J.
Garcia, Box No. 231, Las Animas,
Colo.; Maximano Montallo, Laldo, N.
M.; a postal card to E. D. Williams,
signed A. T. Jones, and a postal card
without address and addressed "Dear
Lee," but not signed.
The Christian Scientists of Albuquerque recently organized a society
and the following were elected officers: Mrs. M. A. Phelan, first reader;
Mrs. C. E. Morrison, second reader;
Mrs. Ida M. Plumme'r, clerk; Mrs. Anna Murphy, treasurer. The society
starts with fifteen members and will
hereafter hold regular morning meetings.
J. W. Mayes and family moved today from the house they had occupied
on Aztec Avenue to Hillside Avenue.
They are now domiciled In the house
owned by Prof. J, A. Wood, superintendent of the city public schools. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Montoya purchased
the house vacated on Aztec Avenue
and will make their home In it In the
future.
E. T. Perkins, auditor of the reclamation service, is In Washington
on official business. He has inspected all irrigation .projects now under
construction by the government during the past season and reports that
considering the scarcity of labor and
the blockade on transportation lines,
work is progressing splendidly in all
parts of the West.
"Anita, the Singing Girl," which
appears at the opera house liere on
December 19, has more real sensational situations and intensely exciting
yet laug'hahle climaxes iln tt than any
other comedy melodrama on the road
It. is well
'worth anybody's
today.
time and money to see this remark
able production which has made a
fortune for Its owners.

OFFICIAL

Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor J.
W. Raynolds:
Robert S. Fisher, Fort Bayard,
Grant County; Nathaniel Brecken- rldge Roseberry, East Las Vegas, San
Miguel County,
Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Sociedad Literarhi y de Ayuda Mu
tua of Roswell, New Mexico. Principal place of business at Roswell,
Chaves County.
Territorial
agent,
Manuel G. Paredes, at Roswell. No
capital stock. Object, mutual aid of
the members and their intellectual
benefit. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators, Guadalupe Cordova, Manuel
G. Paredes, Emlllano Sandoval, Tran-cltLa Riva, Juan P. Rivera, all of

Fifty Ycara the Standard
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Roswell.

Seeds for Free Distribution.
Delegate W, ill. Andrews has secured a large quota of seeds for the
farmers, the agriculturists and the
fruit growers in the Territory and
any one interested who will drop him
a request will receive the seeds
if .possible,
Delegate Andrews
has also represented to the Department of Agriculture that New Mexico
has a
although only a Territory,
much larger population than some of
the states, that have two
Senators
and one Representative in Congress, CERTIFICATE OF APPORTIONMENT OF SCHOOL FUNDS
and hence is entitled to a larger
quota of seeds than these states, as Office of Superintendent of Public
Santa Fe County, Santa
Schools,
Nevada, Wyoming and others. He
Fe, N. M., Dec. 15, 1906.
hopes to secure a greater amount of
I, the undersigned
seed packages than he did last year
superintendent
and will distribute these package. of schools, in and for the county of
and to Santa Fe, do hereby certify that upon
throughout the Territory
whomsoever applies for them. The notice received from the county treasthe
seeds furnished by the Department of urer, I have duly apportioned
Agriculture are of the very best 'and school funds of said county on this
contain many choice varieties, espec- 15ia day of December, 1900. The
ially in cereals, vegetables and fruits. amount subject to such apportionAddress W. H. Andrews, House of ment is three thousand, seven hun($3,7,57.00) doRepresentatives, Washington, D. C, dred and
llar. The total number of persons of
in the matter.
school age is 4,420.
The rate per
Payment of Election Expenses.
In a circular letter addressed to the scholar is $.S5, which Is apportioned
as
boards of county commissioners of the to the several school districts
several counties in New Mexico, Terri- shown below.
MAROF.LINO GARCIA,
torial Secretary J. W. Raynolds calls
attention to an opinion of the compCounty School Superintendent.
troller of the treasury regarding the
Precinct number 1, district"number
government's share in the expenses 1, number of scholars 108, total
Inclined In the recent general elec- amount, $91.80.
tion. By this ruling the Territory
Precinct number 2, district number
will be saved close to $12,000. It is 2, number
of scholars 90, total
as follows:
amount, $76,50.
Precinct number 3, district number
"Comptroller of the treasury:
"In response to inquiry of the secre- 3, number of scholars 354, total
tary of New Mexico, holds that under amount, $300.90.
Statehood Act of June 16, 1906, ull
Precinct number 4, district, number
expenses necessarily Incurred in and it, number of scholars 105, total
Incident to the holding of the state- amount, $89.25.
hood election provided for by said act,
Precinct number 5, district number
are payable from the appropriation 5, number of scholars 81, total
made by Section 41 of the act; but If amount, $08.85.
any additional expense was Incurred
Precinct number 0, district number
by holding nt the same time an elec- 0, number
of scholars 93, total
tion in any Territory for other pur- amount, $79.05.
Is
not
poses, such additional expense
Precinct number 7, district number
payable from said appropriation.
7,
number of scholars 120, total
"In other
wards, primarily the amount, $102.00.
whole cost of the election is to be
Precinct number 8, district number
charged to the Congressional appro- 8, number of scholars 127, total
priation, and this amount should then amount $107.95.
be credited with any cost applicable
Preoinct number 9, district number
to the purely Territorial elections
number of scholars 82, total
9,
alone."
amount, $69.70.
Session Board of Penitentiary ComPrecinct number 11, district number
missioners.
number of - scholars 77, total
11,
The Board of Penitentiary Commisamount, $65.45.
sioners met at the Territorial prison
Precinct number 12, district number
at 9 o'clock this morning, President F.
number of scholars 87, total
12,
LasH.
of
East
Vegas,
Pierce,
$73.95.
amount,
of
Juan
Navarro,
presiding.
Precinct number 12, district number
Mora was at his post as secretary.
Other members present were: W. H. 13, number of scholars 54, total
Newcomb of Silver City; Malaquals amount, $43.90,
Precinct number 22, district number
Martinez of Taos and Charles F.
Easley of Santa Fe. The greater part 14, number of scholars 133, total
of the day was spent In checking up amount, $113.05.
Precinct number 22, district number
the biennial report of Superintendent
Arthur Trelford. It contained a full 15, number of scholars 123, total
report of the number of convicts in amount $104.55.
Precinct number 1, district number
the prison, details of the management
total
52,
of the penitentiary and receipts and 16, number cf scholars
disbursements. This report will later amount $44.20.
Precinct number 20, district number
be submitted to Governor Hagerman.
The board was still In session as the 17, number of scholars 50, total
amount $42.50,
.
New Mexican went to press.
Precinct number 15, district number
18, number
of scholars 200, total
PLOT TO SMUGGLE CHINESE
amount $170.00.
INTO THE UNITED STATES
Precinct number 12, district number
19,
number of scholars 60, total
Las Cruces, N. M., Dec 18. That a
amount $51.00.
plot to smuggle Chinese into the
Precinct number 14, district number
United States has been formed by an
of scholars 172, total
20, number
organization well supplied with capi- amount $140.20.
tal, was exposed here yesterday In the
Precinct number 13, district number
trial of twenty-eigh- t
Chinese who
total
were captured In a box car by In- - 23, number of scholars 63,
amount $45.05.
after
been
had
spectors
they
smuggled
Precinct number 8, district number
Into this country. It Is said the China-- ,
number of seholars 27, total
24,
men offered their interpreter $7,000 if
he would tell the court a story ,that amount $22.95.
would secure their discharge allowing
them to remain in the United States,
Subsorlbe for the Dally New Mex!
The headquarters of the smugglers Is can and
get the news.
in San Francisco but other organizations are maintained In a number of
Chinamen
cities. The twenty-eigwere ordered deported,
.

A Croam of Tartar Powder

Farm-ingto-

Made From Grapeo
NO ALUM
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JAMES PATE AGAIN
ARRESTED BY OFFICER.
James Pate, indicted for murder,
and his Bon, John Pate, Indicted for
cattle stealing, in .Socorro County,
were arrested in the MogOUon Mountains, a few days ago by Sergeant R.
W. Lewis of the Territorial Mounted
Police. James Pate It will be remembered was taken into custody by
the same officer on election day last
month at Mbgollon. Wlien arraigned
before the justice of the peace at
that place he was bound over to the
grand jury and ball was fixed at
He was apprehended this time
for forfeiture of bond. .Sergeant Lew-I- s
received word that the elder 'Pate
was .making preparations to skip the
country. John Pale' Is expected to
testify against his father when the
murder case comes to trial.
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WARMER
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Precinct numbers 4 and 5, district
number 25, number of scholars 112,
total amount $95.20.
iPreoinct number 2, district number
26, 'number
of scholars 55, total
amount $16.75.
Precinct number 19, district number
of scholars 107, total
27, number
amount $90.95.
Precinct number 15, district number
2S,
number of scholars C7, total
amount $50.95.
Precinct number 9, district number
29,
number of scholar - 88, tolal
"
amount $74.80.
Precinct number 5, district number
30,
number cf scholars 50, total
amount $12.50.
Total scholars 2,727.
Total amount $2,317.95.
City of Santa Fe, Wards 1, 2, 3, and
1: Number of scholars 1,093;
Total
amount $1,439.05.
Tolal number of scholars 4,420.
Total amount. $3,757.00.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.
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MARKETREPORT.
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Dec. 18. Money on call
strong, 13Q25.
New York, Dec. 18. Copper strong,
23.2523.50; lead firm, unchanged, '
New York, Dec. 18. Prime mercan-

60

tile paper,
St. Louis,

Dec. IS. Spelter
firm, 6.50.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
18. Wheat,
Dec.
Chicago, Dec.
74
.
May 78
Corn, Dec. 42; May 43
Oats, Dec. 34
May 36
Pork, Jan. $15.95; May $16,321-2- .

Lard. Jan. $8,771-2Ribs, Jan. $8.52

'

'

Subscribe for the Dally New
can and get the news, v

"

.

$8,871-2-

STOCK.

LIVE

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 18. Cattle
receipts 13,000, Including 300 South-ems- ;
steady. Native steers, $46.75;
Southern
steers,
$35; Southern
cows, $23.25; native cows and heifers, $25; stockers and feeders, $2.75
4.50; bulls, $2.354;
calves, $3
Western
steers, $3.505.50;
6.25;
Western cows, $2.254.
Sheep receipts 6,000; steady. Muttons, $4.505.65; lambs, $G.257.fi0;
range wethers, $4.756.50; fed ewes,
$ lift 5.30.

Chicago, Dec.
receipts
steady to strong; beeves $4.10
7.25; cows and heifers $1.0O(g5.15;
stockers and feeders $2.404.50; Tex- ans $3.754.60; westerners
$3.90
5.60; calves $0.408.75.
Sheep receipts 18,000, steady; sheep
$3.75(85.65; lambs $4.C07.75.
IS.-C- attle

(1,000,

The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and o
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
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Mexi-

May

and unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
New York, Dec. 18. Closing stocks:
Atchison, 102; pfd., 101
New York Central, 128
Pennsylvania, 136
Southern Pacific, 92
Union Pacific, 181
pfd., 92
Copper, 112
pfd., 103
Steel, 47

i

I

;

May $8.70.
WOOL MARKET.
St. 'Louis, Dec. 18. Wool steady

Warmer weather Is predicted for
tcni( rrow by the local weather prophet. In his forecast for today he also
predicts fair weather for tonight and
Wednesday. The temperature, dropped to 12 degrees above zero again
last night, The temperatjire at 6
o'clock this morning was 17 degrees.
The maximum temperature yesterday Was 35 degrees at 3:20 p. in.,
while the minimum temperature was
11 degrees at 3:05 a. m. The mean
temperature for the Jay was 25
with a relative humidity of 80
; per cent.

silver,-6- 9

Mo.,

$16

lo $50 per Week.

Payment Invariably in Advance,
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